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Marines search al-alaida camp

WASHINGTON (Al') —A for
mer Taliban and al-Qaida compound in southern Afghanistan was
searched by combat-equipped U.S.
Marines as the hunt for Taliban
leader Mullah Mohammed Omar
continued.
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) —
Tuesday's intelligence-gathering mission by about 200 Marines The intelligence chief of
Afghanistan's deposed Taliban
was the latest of allout a dozen such
militia died in American bombardforays the Marines have undertakment
in the eastern part of the
several
weeks,
said
in
the
past
en
country
last week, a government
Maj. Brad Lowell, a spokesman for
official
confirmed
today
the U.S. Central Command.
(Wednesday).
The Marines did not come under
Qari Ahmadullah was among
hostile fire, Lowell said.
25 people killed in Naka, in the
The Marines left their base in
eastern Afghan province of
the southern city -at-Kandahar_late
Paktika, on Dec. 27 when U.S.
Monday night in a convoy of vehiplanes attacked a house where
he was staying with his associcles, headed for the compound in
Helmand province, Lowell said. ates, the Pakistan-based Afghan
Islamic Press agency reported.
They and anti-Taliban Afghan
In Kabul, Abdullah Tawheedi.
forces were searching the fenced
deputy
intelligence minister for
a
compound of about 14 buildings
the interim government, confor information about the radical
firmed the death to The
Islamic militia and the al-Qaida
Associated Press.
terrorists they-harbored.-Lowell
Witnesses at the Pakistani
said.
border town of Miran Shah told
The Marines were equipped for Afghan Islamic Press that
combat supported by strike heliAhmadullah's brother and two
copters, Lowell said.
close associates were also
among those killed
Another group of about 100 soldiers left the Kandahar base aboard
Monday them. U.S. special lorces likely
Marine
helicopters
evening.
Karzai, .would be involved in any search
Hamid
-Aighanistan's iitènmiiine nifriTS- for the-TEN-1ft leader, helping to
direct -airstrikes _and advising_
_
helping in an operation to try to Afghan forces on tactics.
Meanwhile Tuesday, 25 suscapture Omar, who has been missing since Kandahar fell to Karzai's pected al-Qaida members captured
-in Pakistan arrived at the detention forces early last month.
ROB CURTIS Pool, AP Photo
U.S. officials . have refused to center . on the U.S. base in FLAG WAVING ... Lance Cpl. Patrick Myers, left, from North Port, Fla., and Lance Cpl. Avias
say who those soldiers were or Kandahar, LoWell said. They had Jones,from New Roads, La., both from the 26th MEU command element, tie off U.S. and Afghan
what their mission was. Lowell
flags during a flag raising ceremony at the Kandahar International Airport Tuesday. Jan. 1, 2002.
said he had no information about III See Page 2

Report: Taliban
intelligence chief
killed in U.S.
bombardment

Pakistan, India hope talks reduce tensions
ISLAMABAD,Pakistan(AP)— As their
foreign ministers smiled and chatted today,
India and Pakistan hinted that diplomatic
talks could ease the disharmony that has
pushed troops toward their shared frontier
and frightened residents from it.
" In southern Kashmir this morning. Indian
and Pakistani forces traded mortar and smallarms''fire across the disputed border — a
more intense version of what is, a common
• occurrence even in calmer times.
Indian External Affairs Minister Jaswant
Singh and Pakistani Foreign Minister Abdul

Sattar stood side by side, speaking amiably
aid smiling Wednesdayin a conference room
in Katmandu. Nepal, where a meeting of
South Asian nations is convening. Their
bosses, President Gen. Pervez Musharraf and
Indian Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee,
are scheduled to join other leaders there
•
Friday.
Singh said late Tuesday that he would not
rule out a meeting with Sattar,even'though a
Vajpayee spokesman said earlier That no
meetings were planned "at any level."
The South Asia Association for Regional

Longer school year, other
education issues hinge on $$$

DON
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AP Photo
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'By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A
minimalist budget makes it unlikely
that the General Assembly will
undertake substantive developments
in elementary and secondary education.
Gov. Paul Patton said he will try
to carry out "past commitments of
the legislature," including some
funding of school construction. But
"we will not be expanding any existing program," Patton said in an
interview.
Nonetheless,the Kentucky Board
of Education intends to press for
ahead.
Its priorities for the upcoming
legislative session include extension
of the school year from 175 instructional days to 177, though not right
away. The change would take effect
in the 2003-2004 fiscal.year, the second, year of a biennial budget that
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ot education Everything boils down
figures to be unusually tight.
Every dollar will be precious, and to money.
Public schools now consume a
a longer school year won't be cheap.
The tab for two extra instructional bit less- than half of the state's
days: $28.4 million. For that reason, General Fund. The budget for eleEducation Commissioner Gene mentary and secondary education is
Wilhoit and his staff advised asking $2.8 billion this year.
The 'state board also wants to
the legislature for a phase-in rather
increase base funding for all school
than an immediate change.
"These were very tough deci- districts by 4 percent next year and
sions, trying to balance the realities 5.5 percent in the second year of the
of the budget and -yet holding onto budget. Patton said chances of that
are "nonexistent."
our priorities," VVilhoit said:
On other fronts, a pair of HousePatton said he agreed the school
year should be longer. If he had his Senate subcommittees have recomway, it would be extended by five menaed raises for certified school
employees ---- administrators,-teachdays instead of two, Patton said.
"That would have been one of the ers and counselcirs — and for classithings I would have liked to fied employees, like teacher aides.
achieve," he said. "It would have bus drivers and cooks.
A longer school yeir would have,
been high on our list for this year
that effect. The argument is that two
had there been new money."
There is nothing very Ohilosophi- additional instruction days would
cal about the school-calendar issue,
nor about anything else that smacks •See Page 2
•See Page 2
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Cooperation meeting offers the possibility of covers two-thirds of disputed Kashmir.
direct diplomatic contact between the two Pakistan controls the rest.
Pakistan denies the charges and says
nations, which has been scarce ofrlate. Last
week, India sent. home half of Pakistan's India's demandg to arrest militants can be
answered only if New Delhi provides credidiplomats, and Pakistan responded in kind.
Tense relations between Pakistan and ble proof. India this week handed Pakistan a.
India worsened markedly after suicide list'of 20 suspected terrorists.
Sattar-suggested Pakistan would consider
attackers stormed India's Parliament on Dec.
13. Fourteen people,including five attackers, extraditing terrorism suspects if India met
— attack "leg-al requirements."-The Nation newspaper
were killed in what India said was an
orchestrated by Lashkar-e-Tayyaba and reported Wednesday.
Jaish-e-Mohammed, two Pakistani-backed
militant groups fighting Indian rule, which IN See Page 2
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MSU News Bureau
,
Dr. F. King Alexander, Murray.
State University president, has
stepped to the forefront of higher
education with an appointment to
the advisory committee of the
American Council on Education
(ACE) Center for Policy Analysis,
in Washington, D.C. The selection
was announced by David Ward,
longtime university educator and
new ACE president.
h
e-,
T
American,
Council -Education was
founded in 1918.
Its membership
includes accred
ited, degreegranting colleges and universities from
air-sectors of
Alexander
higher education. In addition to providing strv.
ices for members, ACE is a forum
for the discussion of major issues
facing the profession. According to
Ward, the future of higher education will result from current debates
about admissions policies. capacities, conflicts of interest,- scientific
priorities,
commercialization.
autonomy, and other dynamics.
"Often, the difficulty presidents
face is not meeting these 'challenges," said Ward, "buf-doing so
without compromising- the longstanding and deeply held values'of
scholarship."
ACE's Center for. Policy
Analysis includes 18 committee.
members from such prominent.
'institutions as Harvard. . the
University of Michigan and UCLA.
Alexander will be,one of only four
university presidents in the nation
serving on the committee.
During Kentucky Ga. Paul
Patton's "Education Pays" campaign, two Kentucky-connected
. leaders have been appointed to
national leadership roles in higher
education. In 1999, Dr. Constantine
"Deno" Curris, former Murray
State University president. was
appointed president . of the
American Association' of -State
Universities
Colleges..., and
(AAUCU). Curtis was pleased to
hear of Alexander's national
appointment, calling it a "signal
honor that recognized his understanding of higher education public
policy." He spoke specifically of
Alexander's knowledge of student
aid and its impact on college campuses.
- Sid Easley, chairman of the
Murray State University board of
regents, termed Alexander's selection a "coveted appointment in
higher education that will bring
honor and-recognition to Murray."
A native Kentuckian, Alexander
received a Ph.D. in higher education administration from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison,
a master of science in comparative
the
education Policy from
University of Oxford. England. and
a B.A. in political science from St.
Lawrence University in .New York.
He came . to Murray State
University from an administrator
and faculty post at the University of
Illinois(UI)at Urbana-Champaign.
Since 1997. Alexander has been
responsible for managing the graduate education program in the study
of higher education governance.
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U.S. economy unlikely hobbled for long PoliceLog

• "WASIIINt3TON -(APY -=---The"resiliency-Abe - psyche ef the Amens:WS sm+FisitinCi, whose spendnation has. exhibited since Sept. 11 shows just ing accounts for two-thirds of all U.S. economic
- how difficuttirwouid be for Owes bin-Laden's - activity, followers to carry -out his call to bring down
If everybody deci4ed to stock up and spend
America by destroying its economy, economists all their time in basements, that would be pretty
say.
bad news," Stephen Cecchetti, an economics pro;
t'•• The $10 trillion U.S. economy is so diverse fessor at Ohio State University, said in a recent
and decentralized -and its technology- so redun- interview. "Terrorists could surely affect people's
- dam that the loss from an attack en any one facil- confidence by striking fear into them."
ity, institution, company or component would be
But even there, Americans have shown themfilled quickly by another, according to the ana- selves to be extremely resilient. A month after the
lysts.
. airliner hijackings, auto sales reached an all-time
If there's potentially an Achilles heel, it's the high, albeit with the help of zero percent financ.0o.

dig-41044.- .And consumer confidence bounced back in
DeOmber after falling for three months. A new
poll by The Associated Press also shows a new
wave of optimism sweeping across the country.
While 70 percent of Americans think another
terrorist attack is "very likely" or ."somewhat
likely" in the near future, 56 percent said the
country is on the right path. Fifty-two percent felt
their own family's financial situation will
improve in the coming year, compared with just
a third of Americans who expressed that view a
year ago.

Juvenile charged after high-speed chase, wreck
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times*
A I6-year-old Murray fnan was
injured Friday after a high-speed
chase ended-with his vehicle striking
a utility pole. '
,According- to a release from the
-Murray
71
Police 'Department, an officer noticed a blue 1992 Nissan at
approximately 5:22 p.m. driving
west on Main Street without headlights and weaving from side to side.

The officer attempted to stop die
vehicle, which continued to drive
away from the officer.
The release stated that the vehicle
drove toward
Murray State
University, through the White Hall
parking, lot and then onto Chestnut
Street. It continued through the
Arby's parking lot and through an
accident scene being worked by the
Kentucky State Police and Murray
Fire Department personnel.

• Alexander ...

The vehicle continued-north on
Highway 641. At the 641 and WalMart -entrance intersection, the
release reported, a Calloway County
Sheriff's Deputy atempted to b12ck
the vehicle but had to move his
patrol car avoid being rammed. The
Nissan then led officers out of
Murray to Airport Road at a „high
rate of speed before the vehicle's
driver lost control and struck the
utility pole.

Kentucky State Police
• Gary William Ware. 32, and Tammy Ware, 29, both of Morehouse, Mo.,
were admitted to the Marshall County Hospital following an automobile accident Tuesday.
The Wares were driving east on U.S. 62 when, for unknown reasons, their
vehicle ran off the left side Of the road, hit a mailbox and a road sign
and
came to rest in a ditch. Tammy Ware was ejected from the vehicle
and suffered major injuries.
— Information is gathered from
reports, logs and citations from respective agencies

Woman killed in crash
DIXON, Ky.(AP)— A western Kentucky woman was killed Monday

The driver was removed from the
vehicle by MFD and EMS personnel, and was then taken to MurrayCalloway County Hospital where he
was treated for injuries sustained in
the accident.
The juvenile was charged with no
operators license, reckless driving,
disregarding an officer's signal, two
counts of first degree wanton endangerment and first degree fleeing and
evading.

in a two-vehicle crash in Webster County, state police said.

Tarin B. Flynn, 22, was traveling southbound on U.S. 41 at 1:25 p.m.
CST when she lost control of her vehicle and was struck by a vehicle traveling northbound, police said.
Flynn, of Clay, was ejected from her vehicle through the sunroof
was pronounced dead at the scene, about five miles north of Dixon, and
police
said.
Two passengers in Flynn's vehicle — Kelsey Gowers, 5, and Dylan
League, 2, both of Evansville, Ind. — were taken to St. Mary's Medical
Center in Evansville. There conditions were not available.

• Marines ...
From Front

•

From Front
leadership and policy development in the depart.-ment,of edue-ational or,gani7ation and leadership
at UT. Ranked in the nation's top 20 in 2000-01
by US-. News.& World Rcpeit-this- program has
experienced a, 200 percent growth in student
enrollment while under his leadership and currently consists of approximately 100 doctoral and
master's degree-seeking students from the U.S.
and abroad. He was also a faculty member of
UT's Institute of Government and Public Affairs,
which_is amiruerdisciplinary_publiC_ReliCY tnktank" consisting of faculty from three University
of Illinois campuses..

been captured after heavy fighting
last
month drove them out of
Alexander's career has encompassed positions educational administration at- the University of
at two research and one doctoral university, facul- Wisconsin-Madison. Earlier, he was director of Afghanistan's Tora Bora region,
ty membership in a governmental institute, a annual programs at the University of - Marth where U.S. officials believe bin
fuedraising directorship; and management in a Carolina_at. Greensboro where.he coordinated the Laden had stayed. .
28-branch commercial banking operation. His institution's fund raising activities. He has also - - The new arrivals brought to -189
lesearth in domestic and international higher edu- iseeTra --manager -at Libel ty -National -Bank--in- the number-of'Taliban arntal-4)aidaprisoners at the Kandahar bacation policy and practice has appeared in leading Louisville, Ky.
se:An
additional
12 prisoners were being
professional journals and has been featured
President Alexander's academic publications
recently in The Chronicle of Higher Education, include edited books, book chapters, refereedarti- held by the United States at the
The Economist and The Christian Science . cies, applied research studies, monographs, book Bagram air base north of Kabul, and
Monitor.
reviews and reports. He has secured a number of U.S. forces have one prisoner in the
Prior to coming to Urbana-Champaign, research grants and currently serves on the edito- northern Afghan city of Mazar-eAlexander served as ,postdoctoral researcher in - rial boards of The Journal of Education Finance Sharif.
Eight. prisoners, including
the office of the provost and vice chancellor for and The Journal of College Student Retention.
American John Walker Lindh, were
academic affairs and taught in the department of
being held aboard U.S. Navy ships
_
in the Arabian Sea. On Monday,
they were moved from the USS

• Tension ...
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In recent days Pakistan has acted to arrest dozens of militants, includieg
the former leader of Lashkar-e-Tayyaba, though it attributed the arrests to
internal security, not India's demands.
India is insisting Islamabad take what New Delhi calls "meaningful and
resolute steps" to stop terrorists based in Pakistan from carrying out acts of
violence in Kashmir, a mountainous region over which the two countries
'have fought two wars.
"The issue of cross-border terrorism directed against India has to be
effectively addressed by Pakistan," Nirupama Rao, India's foreign ministry
spokeswoman, said in Katmandu on Tuesday.Mindful of the danger involved in a dispute between South Asia's only
nuclear powers, the world has been paying attention.
China has expressed alarm. The United States has been on the phone
almost daily with Musharraf and Vajpayee. And on Tuesday night, Palditan
said British Prime Minister Tony Blair will visit Islamabad next Monday to
discuss the tensions.
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Patton said he wants the. General
Assembly to fequire school districts
increase student learning. But it also to give teachers -a 2 percent cost-ofwould mean two extra days of pay living raise, "but they don't get 2
for teachers and other school percent more money."
employees.
There seems to be little disagreement that raising teacher compensaMuRR AY
tion is a must if Kentucky is to avoid
a loss of quality, in its teaching
force. How to bring about raises is
open to debate.
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Peleliu to the USS Bataan, Lowell
said.
The Peleliu is home to the 15th
Marine Expeditionary Unit, whose
members are preparing to .leave
Kandahar and return to their ship.
Soldiers from the Army's 101st
Airborne Division will-take-over for
the Marines at the Kandahar base.
(3ther -Mannes at the Kandahar
airfield are members of the 26th
Marine Expeditionary Unit, which is
based on the Bataan.
On Sunday, a U.S. spy drone
crashed while returning from a mission in support of the war in
Afghanistan
;
a Central Command
statement said. The unmanned plane
was not shot down,and its wreckage
will be -recovered, the statement
said.
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THE BASICS...Chay Sims, P3
student at MES, is shown putting an ABC puzzle together.

LIBRARY TIME.. Travis Gar- WHEN YOU WISH. Ms. Dill's class at MES participated in a
land. P4 student at MES, writing activity and attached their 3 wishes to a helium balloon. They are patiently waiting to release their balloons on
checks out a library book.
the count of 3.

ASK ME...Students in Courtney Vanover's 4th grade class at
Murray Middle ask questions during a visit to LBL's Nature
Station.

I LIKE IT...Several students at MMS watch closely as art
teacher Gena Maley critiques a four-block color design.

THE WRITING ON THE WALLS...Murray Middle students visit
murals at Paducah's Flood Wall during a study of Kentucky.

TAKE ONE OF TWO...Fifth grader Brittany Foutch serves ciassmate Amanda Knopfel some homemade cookies contributed
by parents to the fifth grade for Halloween parties.

E IS FOR ELEPHANT...Madisoh Connell, P1 student in Ms.
Chiles class at MES. is showing her completed E puppet
to her teacher. With the puppet they practice their short
and long "e" sounds.

TRY THIS...Dana Henry, in the computer lab at MES, helps
Tad Masthay P# student, with a new computer program.

HELPING OUT.. Chandler Purdom. P3 student at Murray Elementary, helps music teacher Kim Black by pushing her
cart to the classroom.

YOUR COLORS ARE...Callowiay High Electronic Office Students
are being color-analyzed by Judy Overbey, Professional
Image Consultant, as part of their professional business
attire unit of study.

FUTURE LAWMAKERS...CCHS students discuss a strategy
to change a current - law in preparation for reading Henry
David Thoreau's "Civil Disobedience" in English III class.

THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT...North Elementary third graders
in Rita Price's class are shown practicing for their performance of Johnny Appleseed.
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News Likely Before September 11
In 2002

•
•
•

By DAVID CRARY .
Slobodan Milosevic, was indicted downright bad year. A Navy subma"What about China? Drugs in
AP National Writer
for war crimes.
rine struck and sank a Japanese fish- Colombia? The Argentine debt criPresident Bush was in Florida.
Even Sept. 10 — a day that now ing boat near Hawaii, killing nine
sis? These are not minor stories.
promoting plans to boost reading -symbolizes less worrisome times — people. A Navy spy
plane collided When the crisis subsides, what is the
skills. Defense Secretary Donald was bloody. A former security guard with a Chinese
jet fighter; the media going to do? And
is the pubRumsfeld declared "war on bureau- wanted in the slayings of five people American crew was
held for 11 days lic going to tune in?"
cracy"
the
at
Pentagon
Health
.
killed
himself
after
a
hectic
chase'
on
a
Chinese
island.
By The Associated Press
Training accilargest economy from the fallout or groups
"Many of the Characters who
were busy on the eve of and shootout with Sacramento dents — including an
errant bomb- made
Some stories to look for in the elections in neighboring Zimbabwe, "Nationa
their way into the spotlight
l 9-1-1 Day" — Meant to police. "I giveth and I taketh away," ' ing in Kuwait and several
aircraft
coming year:
expected to marred by political vio- raise awareness about heart attacks. 20-year-old Joseph Ferguson
during
the first eight months of.the
said in crashes — killed dozens of soldiers
lence. "
That was Sept. 10.
year
now
seem like answers in a
a video suicide note.
and airmen.
•President Bush begins the secBy late the next morning,
• China begins 2002 basking in
He was just one of many villains
It hadn't been a much better year trivia contest. Among them:
ond year of his administration on goals achieved -- an Olympic bid America was a changed land, count- now eclipsed by the al-Qaida net- for law enforcers. The
Denise Rich (socialite/songwriter
FBI uncovJan. 20 with the fight against terror- won, World Trade Organization ing its dead and beginning to fashion Work. People like former Ku Klux ered a long-term spy in its ranks, and who helped gain a pardon from
ism his top priority. After four years membership realized, a spy-plane a new set of heroes, villains, fears Klansman Thomas Blanton, Jr., con- its mishandling of documents briefly President Clinton for her ex-husof budget surpluses, the administra- confrontation with the United States and preoccupations. Much of what victed in the 1963 church bombing delayed the execution of Oklahoma band, billionaire fugitive Marc
tion projects deficits for the rest of solved. But tensions over Taiwan happened in the first 36 weeks of the that killed four black girls in City bomber Timothy McVeigh — Rich); Danny Almonte (overage
year suddenly.
seemed distant or Birmingham, Ala., and the Texas America's qnoffial public
enemy Little League pitcher, at last report
Bush's term. His first year was may- grow pricklier following the trivial.
prisoners who gunned down a police No. 1 be re Qsama bin Laden attending eighth grade in
the
marked by a recession that ended election victory by supporters of
Just a few weeks earlier, news officer during an escape that lasted assumed theirole/
Bronx); Karin Stanford (her affair
the longest stretch of U.S. prosperi- Taiwanese President Chen Shui- media had declared "The Summer of 42 days — they've
'all faded back
Like members of the armed with married civil rights leader Jesse
ty on record — exactly 10 years.
bian, who has not come out in favor the Shark" after a handful of grisly • into obscunty.
forces, New
City's police offi- Jackson produced a daughter);
• Congress returns in January for of reunification. Beijing also wor- attacks along the Atlantic Coast.
For President Bush and the U.S. cers are now national heroes. But Dennis
Tito (first space tourist);
an election-year sessicin facing fresh ries about a low-level insurgency in U.S. Rep. Gary Condit was military, now popular protagonists earlier in the year, the city agreed
to Tommy Maddox (first, and last,
'America
's
most
reluctant
TV
star,
the
in
war
spending demands caused by the its heavily Muslim Xinjiang region.
on terrorism, the pre-9/11 an $8.7 million payment to a Haitian
Most Valuable Player of the late and
dogged by camera crews for months world was less daunting than the immigrant
aftermath of the Sept. 11 aitacks and
tortured in a police sta- largely unlamented XPL).
• The United Nations, where
while
dodging
question
s
about
his present but still full of pitfalls.
tion. bathroom, and an officer was
- the
Pending from .20Q1: qeeretary-General _ Kofi Annan_
And how many Americans,
relationship _ with missing intern
Bush was sworn in Jan. 20 after a ?charged _wilt), the drunk-driving
energy legislation. patients' bill of begins his second five-year term, Chandra
_rememb
er Thierry_ _Devaux, a
Levy:
near dead-heat election in which he killing of a pregnant woman; her on
rights-,-eampaign -fiminc-e-refoFni,
will—be-playing- a_ majn* role,,in
Frenchman whose motorized paraThere was__troable aplenty — or lost the popular vote. One Cabinet and her sister.
• The stakes are high in the assisting Afghanistan's-new -govern- so it seemed at the time. California nominee, Linda Chavez,
withdrew
Even-the news media 'benefited chute _got _Weed on the Statue of
midterm congressional elections on ment,'providing aid and starting suffered
Liberty's arm in August?
rolling
blackouts, amid controversy; another, John from an improved public image
in
Nov. 5. Democrats are try
"It's an artistic way for me to
• ing to hold reconstruction. The year will see a Cincinnati endured race riots. New Ashcroft, faced bitter confirmation the wake of the attacks as serious
express myself," Devaux said of his
on to a 50-49-1 edge in the Senate. continued focus on fighting AIDS, York Mayor Rudolph Giuliani grap- hearings before gaining the job of stories — often with internati
onal
Thirty-four Senate seats are up for promoting peace, combating pover- pled simultaneously with prostate attorney general that now puts him angles — took precedence over stunt-gone-awry.
• A
To many New Yorkers, and Hunelection, including 20 pow held by ty and bringing East Timor to inde- cancer and bitter divorce proceed- in charge of the terror and anthrax lifestyle features and celebrity gosings. A man brandishing a gun investigations.
sip. Whether the change is lasting dreds of inconvenienced tourists, the
'Republicans-: In the Muse,- all -435 pendence. --opened fire near the White House.
Bush's dominantpolicy concerns - remains to be seen.artistic -impulse seemed foolish at.
seats are up, and Republicans will
• In Russia, Vladimir Putin starts
Abroad, before Kabul and included -tax cuts and stem cells;
the
time., But three weeks later,
"One
would hope that serious
try to hold on to a lead that now his third year as president enjoying Kandahar became househol names,
d
perhaps his biggest setback was the news has established a foothold,but when other foreigners came out of
gives them a 221-211 advantage approval ratings above 70 percent India suffered a calamitous earth- defectio
n of James Jeffords that tilt- I think the jury, is still out," said the sky and turned a taller New York
With two independents and a vacan- but facing challenges: The war in quake, Nepal's.royal family was ed Control of the Senate from
Carroll Doherty,'editor at the Pew landmark into a killing field, anyone
cy. .
Chechnya defies solution, and the massacred by its crown prince and Republicans to Democrats.
Research Center fOr the People & recalling bevaux for even an instant
former
• More than 20 states must.finish economy is highly dependent on Yugoslavia's
leader,
For the military, 2001 had been a the Press.
might have forgiven him. _
their redistricting process„before the exports of increasingly cheap oil.
ciihgressional elections.
Important differences also remain
witb
,to
NATO.e
be up for election, including 23 now sion, missile defense and Iraq
held by Republicans:
despite closer relations following
By DAVID FOSTER
• The federal government will the Sept. I I terror attacks.
There was.a rise in sales of firearms, such as the planes, fear of
bombs, fear of tall buildings, fear
Associated Press Writer
•
line of "Homeland Security" shotguns offered by of terrorist attacks,"
begin releasing its final major round
BUSINESS
Bulkeley said. "September
There is no pill to undo evil, no magic word to the Ithaca Gun Co."idour
of data from the 21300 Census in
current time of nation- 11th literally Was a nightmare that came
• Economists and business lead- resurrect the good
true."
old days when jetliners didn't al need."
early spring, Tlie n inbers, based on ers expect the year to see a rebound
The new normal required new heroes, and
turn into bombs and anthrax didn't come in the
National Guardsmen with rifles roamed airport' there were plenty to
responses from 1 of every 7 in the economy,, now officially in mail. Since,
be found, chief among them
Sept. 11, America has struggled to corridors. Security officers patrolled
oil refiner- the hundreds of New York firefighters and police
American househ ds. -will provide recession. But they remain uncertain find a new normal, one-that
could wrap itself ies. Coast Guard cutters escorted cruise ships.
who died responding to the World Trade..Center
information on income, national ori- about exactly when it will happen.
around the sharp edges of'terror and war.
leaving port.
attack.
gin, housing, commuting patterns,
We tried a thousand ways to adapt- We flew
• A federal judge win _decide if
Public tours were canceled at the White House
Their courage raised the stock of rescue workmarital status, school attended. level and how a settlement of the govern- less and prayed more. We hoisted flags and and Capitol.
Visitors to Mount'Vernon found a ers everywhere — even in the
little towd of New
of education, languages spoken at ment's anti-trust suit against draped holiday greens in red, white and blue. We guard' at the front gate,searchin
g bags. The wait Hope, Pa., where volunteers with the New
Hope
home,,rental and mortgage informa- Microsoft will go forward. The canceled trips to Las Vegas and Went to grand- at airport security points went
from.,Iong to Eagle Fire Company found a newly appreciative
tion, and plumbing and kitchen opposition of nine states has.compli- ma's house instead. We gave blood, wrote checks longer, and the wait at border crossings became
-public.
to charity and dusted off atlases to find Kabul and interminable.
facilities available.
cated the deal, which would create a
Out of the blue, people started going up to fireJalalabad. We cried.
_ Not that Americans were in much of a mood to fighters there and
INTERNATIONAL
special panel to ensure it'stops using
saying, "Thank you for what
Day by day, we came to realize it wasn't just travel, anyway.
• For Israelis and Palestinians, predatory business practices.
you do," said Assistant Chief Craig Forbes. When
the world that had changed. So had we.
It Was a time for cocooning, not venturing out. a truck rushed to a call,
the main question is how to end 15
• The painful shakeout among
motorists were quicker to
One day in November, a misdelivered letter In Hawaii, tourism was
off more than 30 percent pull over.
months of violence that have killed high-tech and telecommunicatio
showed
up in the mailbox of fitness instructor in October from the year
ns
before. Nationwide,
"When people see the fire department insignia,
more than 1,000 people and aborted companies, should have run its Susan Wallace. The
slim envelope had been extravagant parties were out, and staying
home
to
they
give us a little more respect and courtesy,"
an
ambitious
peace
effort: course. So the question now is: Will mailed from a business in Cherry Hill, NJ., to a watch videos
was in. People bailed out ,of diets, Forbes said.
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat is 2002 see a big payoff in smarter, family-support center in Trenton. N.J.
seeking comfort in chocolate.
Even in New Hope, the specter of terrorism
_under pressure to rein in' Islamic more stable software, speedier comNothing very odd there — except that Wallace
Normal meant paying attention to simple hovered. Firefight
ers' names were removed from
militants who are increasingly o u- puters and wireless communications lives in Olympia, Wash. She became suspicious: things, like being
alive. It meant remembering the fire department's Web site — for
security reaHow
had
the letter made it all the way across the what is important: friends,
lar among an impoverish
and more broadband for the masses?
family, charity, love.
sons, Forbes explained. He paid more attention to
country? Why did it come to her? Could this he
angry populace. 'Israeli Prime And, if so, what specific compani
"I'm hearing from my children much more locking the firehous
es the work
e door, worried that someone
of terrorists?
Minister Arid l Sharon could face and technologies will be part of
than
in the past," said John Crowther,72,a retiree might hijack a firetruck
that
.
She
searched Internet directpries 'for the in Sun City, Fla."They want to
early elections.
get together more,
payoff? •
Unlikely? Perhaps, but it was a time for
addresse
s
on
the
envelope
but came up blank. She even though they live up North."
• In the European Union, New
unlikely things to happen. It was normal to feel
SPORTS
called directory assistance in New Jersey, but neiFor some, the new normal meant defiantly vulnerable, to catch
Year's Day means a new common
• The Winter Olympics run Feb. ther business was listed.
the flu and wonder if it might
Finally, she called the clinging to old routines. "Live your lives," urged
currency in 12. of the bloc's 15 8-24, returning to the United States Olympia
be anthrax. Counselors and psychiatrists were
police, who advised her to throOrrlie let- President Bush, and people
set about the task with booked solid for weeks. Prescriptions for
member countries:. With that revolu- for the first time since 1980.
antideThe ter away.
vigor, attending. football games and planning pressants and
tionary step completed. the EU will Olympics will be held with probably
sleeping pills were up.
. Donning latex gloves, Wallace sprayed disin- business trips
as if any deviation from life-asPeople called psychiatrist Kathleen McCarty
focus more closely on. another the largest security force ever,
fol- fectant on the envelope, gingerly sealed it inside ushal would have been a concession to the.-terror- in Tampa,
Fla., with all manner of complaints:
momentous project: creating its own lowing the attacks of Sept. 11-.
two zip-lock plastic bags, then dropped the whole ists. They
couldn't
sleep. Crowds made them nervous.
thing
military force for humanitarian and
in the trash.
• Soccer's . World Cup begins
Dreams, however, betrayed our hidden fears.
The roar of passing jets filled them with dread.
She felt a bit silly. "It's highly unlikely that it
peacekeeping crises. By June, the May 31, hcld for the first time in
Kelly Billkeley, a dream researcher in
Foor the most part, she prescribed patience
was anything."'she said. "But still, I wasn't will- Berkeley. Calif.,
EU hopes to have sorted out how it twO. venues — South Korea
said he was flooded with reports rather than pills.
and ing to -take
the chance of getting anthrax. That of nightmares, many of them
will proceed with its next expansion Japan. France is favored to repeat
juxtaposing horrific
-'"Normal does not entail having no reaction to
its seemed even sillier."
images with the ordinary: huge jetliners nudging an extremely tragic
as 12 candidates jostle for member- 1998 championship.
and overwhelming event,"
Given the times, few would fault her reaction. the Earth out of
ship.
orbit, soldiers marauding through McCarty said. "I've urged people to
• Pro football will have a new The ruling motto:
grapple with
You can't be too careful.
suburbia, office workers unaware that their build- this, to look at it as
• In Mexico, the thrill has worn look with the addition of a 32nd
a way of facing issues of good
.Americans stocked up on oil lamps,' portable ing is about to be destroye
d.
off of President Vicente Fox's victo- franchise, in Houston, an addition generato
and evil."
rs and survival books that had been gath"The attacks tapped into anxieties that people
You're normal, she told them. It's the world
ry over the long-ruling Institutional that has enabled the NFL to realign ering dust in warehous
es since the Y2K scare, have been dreaming about for years: a fear
of air- that is strange these days.
Revolutionary Party. Entering his its franchises and reduce geographisecond year. Fox faces a slumping cal anomalies. Twenty-two teams
economy and a hostile congress as will remain in itheir old divisions.
he tries to fulfill the promises of Two expansion teams were slotted
We want to print
sweeping changes made during his in divisions with teams that left their
your letters...
campaign. Fox also is trying to cities — Houston in the AFC Smith
reestablish the special relationship with Tennessee. and Cleveland in
but you must follow
with Washington that has been over- the AFC North.with Baltimore.
these guidelines:
shadowed by the war on terrorism.
• The New York Yankees, win• South Africa's AIDS pandemic ners of four World Series in the last
• Letters must be-signed
threatens to further damage a coun- six years. will have dramatic
with the writer's name,
try trying to heal apartheid's changes in their lineup as they purwounds. President Thabo Mbeki sue a fifth straight American League
address and telephone
-will face increasing pressure — championship. Three members of
number sa we may contact
including lawsuits — to provide the Yankees' four straight AL chamyou if there are questiAs.
AIDS medicine to its 4.7 million pionship teams retired. Six -others
Letters should be
•
infected citizens. He also faces the were off-season free agents. expectapproximately between
challenge of protecting Africa's ed to sign elsewhere.
250-350 words TYPED.
And all letters are subject
Q MUNRO &
to editing or rejection.
EDGER
• The Ledger & Times
reserves the right to reject
any letter.
WALTER L. APPERSON
ALICE ROUSE
Publisher Emeritus
Letters may be_submitted by
.Publisher
fax
at 270-753-1927, by email
ERIC WALKER
to mlittmurrayledger.com or
Managing Editor
by
mail to 1001 Whitnell
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
.Ave.,.
Murray, KY 42071.
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Deaths
Jeffery D. Penn
Jeffery
D.
Penn, 40, Aurora
Highway, Hardin,
died Sunday,Dec.
40..2,001 at 1:10
a.m. from injuries
sustained in an
automobile accident in Rome, Ill.
A tree trimmer,
he
was
of
Penn
Methodist faith
and a member of
National Rifle Association. His mother, Wanda Jean Gallaspie Penn, and
one brother, Randy Penn, both, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Shirley Myers; one daughter, Mrs.
Cathy Hixenbaul, Centralia, Ill.; one
son, Jason Penn, Texas; one stepdaughter, Theresa Norwood, Hardin;
one stepson, Terry Thom, Hickory;
his father, Eugene H. Penn Sr, Dix,
Ill.; three brothers, Paul Penn,
Elkhart, Ind., Terry Penn, Mt. Vernon,
Ill., and Eugene Penn Jr., Hillsboro,

Mrs. Nfildredt-Olii-Se
Pioctor

Mrs. Mildred
Louise Proctor,
78, West Eighth
Street, Benton,
died
Monday,
Dec. 31, 2001, at
12:25 p.m. at
Britthaven
Healthcare,
Benton.
Her husband,
Proctor
Jack Proctor, one
son,-Ronnie Proctor, and her father,
Lowell Travis, all preceded her in
death.
She was a member of Walnut
Street Baptist church.
Survivors include two sons, Billy
Proctor, Benton, and Robert Proctor,
Calvert City; her mother, Md. Ola
Travis, Benton; two sisters, Mrs.
Anna Lou Collins, Benton, and Mrs.
Mavis Duncan, Almo; two brothers,
Charles Travis and Donald Travis,
both of Benton; four grandchildren;
six great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1
The funeral will be today
(Wednesday) at 1 p.m. in the chapel p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Home, Benton. The Rev. Mark
The Rev. James Fulton will officiate. Thweatt and the Rev. Max Anderson
Burial will follow in Unity Cemetery, will officiate. Burial will follow in
Benton Cemetery.
east of Hardin.
Visitation will be at the funeral
home after 5
p.m. today
(Wednesday).
S.

Mrs. Audra Daphine
Bennett

The funeral
for Mrs. Audra
inc Bennett
Was Tuesday at 1
p.m. in the chapel
'of
MurrayCalloway
Funeral Home.
Chaplain Kerry
Lambert officiat-

Charres Hugh (Buzzo)-Houston

Charles Hugh (Buzzo) Houston,
62, Elm Grove Road, Almo, died
today, Jan. 2, 2002, at 3:30 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a member of Sugar Creek
Baptist Church.
. ,One son. Danny Houston, one
Pallbearers brother, Dwight Houston,and his parBennett
were
William ents, Edgar Houston and Marie Gay
Boatright, Beau --Houston, all preceded him in death.
Brown, Greg King, Chris Lennox
Survivors include his wife; Mrs.
Michael Jetton and Steve Ochoa. Wilima Simmons Houston; one
Burial was in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Bennett, 67, South Sixth daughter, Mrs. Angie McKinney and
Street, Murray, died Sunday, Dec. 30, husband, Ricky, Murray; three stepsons, Tim Kirks and Matthew Kirks,
20_91,, at 2 a.m at her home.
She had retired in 1999 after 20 Marra', and David Kirks and wife,years of service with Food Service at Shannon, Imboden, Ark.; two sisters,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Mrs: Carolyn Marshall and Ms.
She was of Baptist faith.
Peggy Houston, and four brothers,
One son,Glen Walter Bennett, and Billy Houston and wife, Linda, Larry
c\ her parents, Rayburn McDougal and
Otie Compton McDougal, all preced- Houston and wife, Deborah, Ronnie
Houston and wife, Carla, and Randy
ed her in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Houston 'and wife, Vicki, all of
Mrs. Diane Connelly, and one son, Murray; four grandchildren, Jeff
James Harold Bennett, both of Houston, Kyle McKinney, Casey
Murray; four grandchildren, Toni McKinney and Kennedy Kirks; three
Reynolds, Patrick and Jessica great-grandchildren, Michael, Tyler
-Connelly and Michael Bennett; one and Cody Houston.
great-grandson, Tyler Coimelly,
Graveside- Services will be Friday
Barnani; four sisters, Md. Maxine
-Lawrence, Wilmington, Del., Mrs. at 11 a.m. The Rev. Sammy
Etna Story and husband, Hoyt, Almo, Cunningham will officiate.
Visitation will be at MurrayMrs. Linda Fennel, Dexter, and Mrs.
Brenda Johnson and husband, Calloway Funeral Home after 5 p.m.
Tommy, Shallotte, N.C.; two broth- Thursday.
ers. R.J. McDougal and wife, Shirley,
Murray, and Cordie McDougal and
wife, Jean, Puryear, Tenn.
The funeral for Mrs. Willie Orr
was Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel
Ms. Nancy R. Utterback of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The funeral for Mrs. Nancy R. Lindon Ferguson officiated. Singing
Utterback was Tuesday at 11 a.m. in was by singers from Williams Chapel
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Church of Christ, where she was s
Home. Dr. J.H. Lipford and the Rev. member, with Billy Dan On,her son,
David Stewart officiated.
Pallbearers were Michael Black, as leader.
Pallbearers were grandsons. Burial
Mike Martin, Bill Ticknor, Shannon
Gardner, Tad Sherman, Wendell Pace was in Murray Memorial Gardens.
and Corey Duncan, active; Dale . Mrs. Orr, 93, On Lane, M
Lichford and Russell Stacks. Burial Harris Grove . community, died
was in Murray City Cemetery.'
Sunday,Dec. 30,2001,at 3:50 a.m. at
Ms. Utterback, 46, Fifth Street, her home.
Hazel, died Sunday, Dec. 30, 2001, at
Her husband, Milburn Orr, died
8:48 p.m. at West View Nursing May 7, 1989. One grandson also preHome, Murray.
She was a member of Calvary ceded her in death, Born Dec. 11,
Temple Pentecostal Church. Born 1908, in Calloway County, she was
Dec. 28, 1955, in Fort Worth, Texas, the daughter of Osa Humphreys and
she was the daughter of Billy Joe Johnnye Bradley Humphreys.
Utterback and the late Wilma Sanders
Survivors include two daughters,
Utterback. Her grandparents, Ruth Mrs. Diane Thweatt and Mrs. Peggy
Luton and Edd Utterback, also pre- Futrell and husband, Glenn,and three
ceded her in death:
wife, Clara,
Survivors include two daughters, sons, Pat Dale Orr and
and
wife,
Joan, and
Billy
Dan
QIT
Mrs. Diana L Bess and husband,
Jason,-and Mrs. Melanie J. Coleman James Hal grr and wife, Carolyn, all
and husband, Michael, all of Hazel; of the Lynn Grove community; 10
two grandchildren, Kimberly and grandchildren; 10 great-grandchilZachery Bess; her father, Billy Joe dren.
Utterback, Murray.

Mrs. Willie On

Paschall
Adolphus Paschall, 98, Hazel,
died Monday, Dec. 31, 2001, at 4:32
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. •
He was a member of Hazel Baptist
Church. Born Jan. 12, 1923, he was the son
of the late Coleman Paschall and
Emma McClough Paschall. One son,
Joseph Lee Paschall, one sister, Willie
Mae Paschall Steely, anikpe brother,
Robert Green Paschall, Wit preceded
him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Agnes Cothran Paschall, to whom he
was married July 3, 1942; daughterin-law, Mrs. Kathy Paschall, Hazel;
two grandchildren, Mrs. Cane Brown
and husband, Earl, Burbank, Calif.,
and Joseph Wade Paschall and wife,
Kim, Hazel; three great-grandchildren, Anna Brown, Burbank, Calif.,
and Jonathan and Kaci Paschall, both
of Hazel; two sisters, Mrs. Mary
Brandon and husband, Hubert, and
Mrs. Jo Nell Beane and husband,
James Harold, all of Murray.
Graveside services will be today
(Wednesday) at 1 p.m. at South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery. The Rev.
Charles Paschall will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Barry Ward,
Dan Grimes, Tim Beane, Glenn Lee,
Hal Hosford and Jeff Cooper, active;
Charles Tidwell, Joe B. Adams and
J.I. Patton, honorary.
Visitation is now at Miller Funeral-Home of Hazel.

Ron Hanley
Ron Hanley, 55, Maple Street,
Hazel, died Sunday,Dec. 30,2001,at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was employed as a jail specialist with the state of Kentucky and was
a member of luka Baptist Church,
Grand Rivers.
Born_Sept. 29.4946,in Murray,he
was the son of Grace Nell Waldrop
Hanley Parker and the late James
Herman Hanley.
Survivors include two sons,
Shannon Hanley, Lexington, and
Brock Hanley and wife, Cyndi,
Nashville, Tenn.; his mother, Mrs.
Grace Nell Parker, ICirlcsey; his brothec Eddie- Hanley and wife, JeannieWater Valley; three stepsisters, Mrs.
Jean Tucker, Lamarida, Calif., Mrs.
Judy Byers and husband, Dear!,
Hardin, and Mrs. Jackie Thurman and
husband, Jim; Murray; one stepbrother, James Darrell Parker and wife,
Susan, Murray.
.
• The funeral will be today
(Wednesday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
-Home. The Rev. Bennie Chandler
and Rev. Ottie W. Guess will officiate. Burial will follow in ICirksey
Baptist Church Cemetery.
Visitation is- now at the funeral
home.
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Girl Scout
cookies
available in
\flJ) March!

. Mrs.t-stelle
Williams McDougal

Mrs. Ruby C. Grogan

The funeral for Mrs. Ruby C.
Grogan was Monday at 1 p.m. in the
Mrs. Estelle Williams McDougal.
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.The Rev. Kendrick Lewis offi- 93, McDougal Road, Murray, died
ciated. Music was by Larry and Tuesday,Jan. 1, 2002,at 11:30 am.at
Margery Woodall and Donna Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a retired teacher with 32
Roberts.
Pallbearers were Steve Grogan, years of service in the Calloway
Larry W. Roberts, Bob McDaniel, County School System which includPrentice Williams, Joe McKinney and ed many years as second grade
Alvin Roberts. Burial was in Murray teacher at Almo School. She was a
City Cemetery.
member of First Christian Church,
Mrs. Grogan, 90, Hamilton Wear Helm Service Circle Sunday
Avenue, Murray, died Saturday, Dec. School Class, Group II of Christian
29, 2001, at 6:30 p.m. at Murray- Women's Fellowship -and of
Retired
Calloway County Hospital.
Teachers Association.
She was married Aug. 30,1931, to
husband, Telous
N.
Newman Grogan, who died Oct. 23, • Her
McDougal,
to
whom
she
was
married
1990. Two brothers, Joe and Fate
Roberts, also preceded her in death. Jan. 15, 1930, died Jan. IS, 1979.
born July 25, 1911, in Calloway Three sisters, Lena )otuison, Minnie
County, she was the daughter of the Poyner and Jewel Jones, and two
late Henry Roberts and Elsie Lee brothers, John Williams and Will
Williams, all preceded her in death.
Roberts.
Mrs. Grogan was manager of the Born- Aug. 13, 1908, in Calloway
gift shop at KenLIke Hotel for several County, she was the daughter of the
years ahd also worked at the former late Joe Williams and Rosa Bergman
Jones Dry Cleaners and Johnson's
and I.G.A. Groceries. She was a
The funeral will be Thursday at 1
member of Temple Hill United p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Methodist Church and was a 50-year Funeral Home.
The Rev. William B.
member of Murray Star Chapter No.
Miller, the Rev. Randy Lowe and
433 Order of the Eastern Star.
Survivors include one son, J.D. Gene McDougal will officiate. Burial
Grogan and wife, Treva,one grand- will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral
daughter, Jennifer Grogatt, and one
after
5
p.m
today
Sister, Mrs. Alba Williams, all of home
(Wednesday). _
Murray.

2002

Advanced Orders
January 11-27
Booth Sales
March 1-17
'rnents Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price ‘Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg.....9994.66 - 26.84
Air Products
46.48 - 0.43
AOL Time Warner
31.50 - 0.60
AT&T
18.34 + 0.20
Bell South
38.36 + 0.21
Briggs & Stratton
42.55 - 0.15
Bristol Myers Squibb -50.50 - 0.22
Caterpillar
62.41 + 0.16
Chevron Texaco Corp. ..8&84 - 0.77
Daimler Chrysler
43.21 + 1.54Dean Foods
67.35 - 0.85
Exxon-Mobil
39.11 - 0.19
Ford Motor(New) 15.88 + 0.16
General Electric
40.36 + 0.28
General Motors
48.64 +41.04
GlaxoSmitliKline ADR 49.46 - 0.36
Goodrich
26.59 - 0.03
Goodyear
23.70-9,11
HopFed Banks
11.25 B 11.98 A
B Mr1
121.17i-0.21
Ingersoll Rand
42.16 + 0.35
Intel
32.18 + 0.73
Kroger
20.80 - 0.07
Lucent Tech
6.54 +0.
Mattel
• 17.02 - 0.18
McDonalds
26.46 - 0.01
Merck
58.88 + 0.08
Microsoft
66.48 + 0.23
J.C. Penney
26.60 -0.30'
Pepsico Inc
48.13 - 0.56
Pfizer, Inc.
39.71 - 0.14
Schering-Plough
35.23 - 0.58
Sears
47.27 - 0.37
Union Planters
44.56 - 0.57
US Bancorp
20.75 -0.18
34.71 - 0.29
UST
Wal-Mart
57.36 - 0.19
Worldconi Inc,........ 14.25 + 0.17
Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stack.

Sale
r

Jew 0
ektistiao Toolestoke

unc - price u'nchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

WE'VE MOVED,5th & Main • 753-1622
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 9:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Sat 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Ailt"
NIWARD
DONS
SINCE 1854

Our Best lurestment Is Thu.
JJ B iiiihst W.L Lyons In: • Ikemoe,

SUBSCRIBE
Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

NEW VEll 'S SALE
Final Days...Sale Absolutely Ends Jan.5

5.00%
(January, 2002)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity

„

This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years,
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3.000,. Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

Keep Your Cash Registers
Ringing This Winter!
During January run an ad on
Tuesday or Thursday 8c run the
same ad in our shopper for

. ..At ('.fasq
gonitwie. iv()
eamiy C.AkIttAglek)
Oil( 0(
gUithatIV,
'

the tinpst &tiff!
ot custom ela(tid
*Inflict()
avaifabPc.

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703
Ad k99ANN006

(And duhing ow( Jew Teas cith, you ean save on iltindtteds
ot labges and Peathelis, and Rota and ehaiti stYcs.
AM) custom .ekatted and decked in-about 20 duq.
tAnd we have design eonsuPtants- to hap.
-

11

1/2PRICE!
Reach customers in Benton, Hazel, Dexter,
Mayfield, Almo,Paris, TN & more for a
fraction of the cost.

II

25%oFFL-z
ALL ACCESSORIES

Call & place your ad with one of our
ad reps today.

Craig

753-1916
Q MURRAY .

EDGERSLTIMES

AU.

D‘iNc04
.,0v":s

Free Financing
Until 2003
NO PAYMENT
FURNITURE,INC.
NO INTEREST
NO MONEY DOWN
103 South 3rd St. • Downtown Murray • 753-3621
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Whitfield
sponsored
legislation
passed

Nerarisilrir

4,11Lif4polovoi,

•

1,16(gt

WASHtNGTON, D.C. — The
U.S. House of Representatives
overwhelmingly passed legislation
recently co-sponsored by Congressman Ed Whitfield to improve
rural health care, this time focust
ing on a growing shortage of nurses.
By a voice vote, the House
approved the Nurse Reinvestment
Act, H.R: 3487.
Whitfield and others re-introduced the Nurse Reinvestment Act
in December after lehgthy bipartisan negotiations. -The bill will
provide educational scholarships
`CHEERLEADING...Cain's Cubs Cheerleading Team competed Dec. 8 at the six annual
in exchange for a commitment to
Kentucky Quad-state Regional Cheer and Dance Competition, now the largest quad-state
serve in a health facility with a
competition held in Western Kentucky. The team competed with a group of four teams
regional
'criticat -sh-ctrtage of -nurses:
division
their
--in
and were awarded first place. Pictured (I-r) are, bottom row, Amanda Greene,
In addition; the bill will expoiid
shley Bowman, Zori Taylor, Autumn Denton, Kelsey Young, Jessica Cook, Angela Metzinger,
existing'Tow repayment'pro-grams-for nursing students and allow the
Kayla Clendennen, second roW, Brooke Salley, Summer Starks, Kelsey Williams, Patricia White,
Secretary of Health and -Human
Ashley Jones, Kaitlin Young, Megan Forth, Miranda Alton, third row, Courtney Futrell, All
Services to develop and issue pubDandeneau, Audrey Harvey, Heather Lowe, Cammie Taylor, Mackensie Karraker and Stefanie
lic service announcements to proMetzinger.
mote interest in the nursing profession.
"Our hospitals are not able_ _to
fully staff their roster of nurses.
As a result, patient care suffers
and the nurses on hand are stretched
DANVILLE, Ky. - Ashley
During their-stay in Strasbourg,
IN See Page 7
Lowe of Murray just finished a
the group .experienced a visit to
term in Strasbourg, France, as part
Paris. the Chartres Cathedral, visof Centre College's study abroad
its into Germany and surrounding
program.
European
countries and an
„ Lowe is a French and Interna-overnight stay in the Vosges MounBy D.K. Kelley
tional Relations double m 'or with
tains.
• A
an emphasis in
ntematiofiaT
'
Finance.
and Melonie ,Lowe of Murray and
The Murrayan was one of 17
is a 2000 graduate of Calloway
Centre students chosen for the StrasCounty High School.
bourg program last term, based on
Centre considers international
faculty recommendations and
education to be important, and the
expectations of academic promise
college niaintains residential -overand social maturity.
seas programs in England, Japan.
She remained there for the entire
and Latin America,-along with the
fall term, completing formal class
Program in France.
work and taking advantage of travThe college is a selective lib•;., we begin 2002 we all wonder what the new
el opportunities in France and other
erals arts school and has the highhas in store for as. '
European 'countries including Gerest percentage of students study• :ou
• believe in the ancient system of astrology
many, Italy; Switzerland, Czech
.
lag abroad of any Kentucky insti-'
stars and planets can reveal your future.
Lowe
Republic, Holland -and Belgium.
tution. A recent report rom t e
'lere are 12 signs in the zodiac, each one mpre.
Mark Rasmussen of the Centre
a 30 day time period. The time period in
The students spent the term Institute of-International' Education
faculty is assigned to live in France studying the history and culture recognized Centre as one of the
yni were horn is your sun sign. To find out
- a: gifts the stars will bring you read on.
for the fall term, teaching classes of France and Medieval Europe, top 11 schools in the percentage'
was taken from a current national magaand coordinating field, trips and trav- including the literature and art.
of students studying aboard at some
el
programs.
point in their college careers.
- March 21-April 19 - in 2002 you feel

0.

111

I

1111111110

Lowe completes studies

FUN & FASHION

at peace than years past Your feel good
.-et - daily affirmations.... .
— April 20-May 20- This is a good year
nvent yourelf • at work where you will be a
.rerful force. Your feel good secret - fresh flow.:
— May 2l-June 21 - You will want to
-k extra hard. as this will make great headway
-caching your goals. Your feel good secret •
from friends. .
.incer — June 22-July 22 - You will experience
:cep sense of goodness of human kind and
inc a spiritual rock for family and friends,
ir feel goW.secret - gourmet treats.
— July 23-August 22 - Working behind the
-es will give you wonderful spiritual insights
g sou to listen to your inner. voice Your feel
secret - speciality teas and coffee,
- — August 23-Sept -.2t-riltiring the first
-(the year4ou wifl stimulate your inyolye-1 in all things social - the last part of i year
you to put down roots where sou feel
;re. Your feel good secret- lucky ci;arm.
— Sept. 2-3-Oct 22 - This is your lucky
- you feel free to follow your bliss. Your feel
secret - the perfect hair cut.
•
.orpm — Oct. 23-Nov. 21 - This, is the year to
rd our siscal, cultural, and educational bon- Your feel good secret - scrapbooking.
ttan us — Nov 22-Dec. 2I - Positive change
•r. the ay - finances will improve through an
inheritance or other financial windfall. Your feel
good secret - travel dreams.
Capricorn — Dec. 22-Jan. 19- This is your year
to aol-d burnout through exercise and a good diet
- helpful peopk will come into your life. Your feel
good secret- your rainy-day fund. Aquarius —Jan,20-Feb. 18 - Change will.keep
you hopping. YOU can be-sure you will make the
beg decisions in new life choices offered to you.
Your feel good secret - a pet to dote on.
Pisces — Feb.19-March 20 - Thefun is Put back
into your life and your energy level soars. You are
able to make the best of any situation. Your feel
good secret.- keeping a journal.
It seems everyone will have a good year. We can
all start 2002 on-a positive note according to our
horoscope.
Remember- one positive thought can set some."-,,q wonderful in motion.
r.gratulations to Linda Workman who won the
dry at our luncheon on Friday.
• case join us this week for lunch and shop our
tier Christmas Sak. "
-rope everyone has 2 happyhealthy and pros, ',us New Year.
.
Quote of the Week — "The more we give of
anything. the more we shall get back." Grace
Spear.
Stay tuned to neat week's Fun &Fashion
report

Rktic-gatT
Somethiny I rrr Furry,"re cp,rr -

41111=1MallIIIMI

305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

Chemistry scholarship tournament held
MSU News Bureau
Winning students and tearus ah..
Nineteen high schools from three look home a variety of prizes - Winners in the Lower Division
states were represented by team including certificates, plaques, cash individual section were Paul Mick,
and individual participants in the awards and scholarship opportuni- first place, Graves County High
31st Murray State University High ties.
School in Mayfield; Janet'StunSchool Chemistry Scholarship TourThe four top-scoring individu- son, second place. Hardin County
nament.
als were Jenny Miksanek, first High School; Patricia Siza, third
A total of 74 students From place, Benton Consolidated High plate, also from Graves • County
high schools in Kentucky, Illinois School in Benton. 111.: Zandra High School.
and Tennessee participated in the Raines. second place, Hardin CounThe school teams winners in
tournament, sponsorecthy the MSU ty High School in Elizabethtown.; order 'of placement from,the top
department of chemistry, in con- Valerie SpiVey. third place, also were Hardin County High School-,
junction pith the Student Affili- from Hardin County High School; Hopkinsville High School, St:-Mary
ates of the American Chemical Soci- ..and Matt Hogancamp, fourth place. High School and Benton Consolety.
St. Mary High School in Paduc- idated High School.

If You Can Honestly
Say You Don't Feel
More Relaxed After A
Body Haven Premier
One Hour Massage
Then It's FREE!
Yes, we give you this
iron clad guarantee
because we believe that
you'll agree that our
three certified therapists
can give you the very
best mass,ge available.
Plus. massage IS our
only business so
there s no waiting
behind spa or beauty shop
customers
To book your visit call toll
tree at 800-505-0045 (local
767-0045) for Margret Dean
or Sheila or visit at 121 North
tust past [owes at Country
Square Murray

-4- BODY HAVEN
-Power of Massage'.
P.S. Low S40.00 Hourly Rate Good
Thru Jan 02
P.P.S. Prenatal Massage Available
P.P.P.S. Lock In The Low Rate With
A Gift Certificate,

Goat farmer may be winner
RICH VALLEY, Va. (AP) —
Life in rural Smyth County hasn't been the- same since goat
farmer "Big" Tom Buchanan made
his television debut this fall on
CBS's "Survivor: Africa."
Buchanan, 46. finished taping
the show months ago, but even
his son swears that he doesn't
know if his father will win the

"Attention
Mommy's To Be"
Wouldn't It Be Great To
Get To Lay On Your
Stomach Again!
- 4_
Now You
\
Can!

BODY HAVEN
Therapeutic Massage
is now equipped with a pre
natal bed to give you the
best prenatal massage
Call Our Specialist Sheila
800-505-0045 or local 767-0045
For Details
Certain restrictions apply
Hwy. 121 N. Murray
Just Past Lowes
PS Baby Shower Gin Certificates
Also Available

show's top prize. The network
bans Buchanan from talking about
"Survivor: Africa" until he is eliminated.,
The farmer came home in early
September and tried to get back
to everyday life.
He makes morning visits to
KJ's Kountry Korner for a fried
bologna sandwich and a bottle
of Mountain Dew. Then, with a
cell phone constantly ringing by
his side, he works the farm.
Touqsts have filtered into the
region with the hopes of meeting "Big Tom" and buying one
of his autographed T-shirts.
"Survivor," which requires contestants to vote out one member
each week, is down to Buchanan
and four others. The $1 million
jackpot will be awarded after the
season finale on Jan. 10,

Jo's Datebook
By JO BURKEEN
Community Editor
Another Make A Difference Day will be Saturday, Jan. 5, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the parking lot of Murray State University Steward Stadium.
Persons will be present to take old newspaper tied in bundles, plastics, cans, and old oils
or chemicals.
These special Make A Difference Days are
sponsored by the Calloway County Resource Centers and the Murray Resource Center. For more information call
the Calloway Family Resource Center at 762-7333 or the Murray
Resource Center at 759-9592.

Garden Department to meet
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
PhysiNames
Rosan-

Jan. 3, at 1 p.m. at the club house. Elizabeth Hancock with
cal Therapy of Murray will speak about "Women's Health."
will be tabled for membership. Hostesses will be Dottie Hatten,
na Miller, Mary Wells and 'Myrtle Douglas.

Compassionate Friends will meet
-Compassionate Friends will have two meetings during the month
of January. The first meeting will be Thursday, Jan. 3, at 7:30 p.m.
in private dining room #1 of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
second meeting will be Thursday, Jan. 24, at the same time and place.
For more information call MCCH Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 7621274- Or -Hilda Bennett-at 498-8324,.

Shrine Club meeting Thursday
The Murray Shrine Club and -Ladies of The Nile will meet Thursday, Jan. 3, at 630 p.m. at the club facilities on St. Rt. 121 North,
Murray.

Mother to Mother group tMother to Mother, a support group or breastfeeding moms, will
not meet Thursday: Jan. 3, but will meet Thursday, Jan. 10, at 10:30
a.m. in the annex of the Calloway County Public Library, 710 Main
-St-;--Murray.-- Refreshments -and--door--prizes--will--be-featured. Pregnant - moms (and dads) are especially welcome. For information call Kim
Jastremski" at 759-4746.

Parenting seminars planned
Parenting, seminars
will' be held at First
and Feb. 10, 17 'and
-fittietiOdIte

Wild Game dinner planned
The Baptist Men of Westside Baptist Church will host a wild Game
Dinner on Sunday, Jan. 13, at 7 p.m. in the church gym. This will
be -a fundraiser for the organization. If you have garqe you would
like to donate, or to cook and bring, see Kbnny Wyatt.

Health Express lists stop
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital wilt offer
glaucoma screenings, blood pressure and pulse checks. at its stops in
January. Wednesday stop will be at Murray Save-A-Lot from 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Stops on Thursday will be. at Senior
Citizen Center, Puryear, Tenn., from 8:30 to 11 a.m.. and Wal-Mart at
Paris, Tenn., from 12:30 to 3 p.m.

Flu vaccine still available
The Purchase District Health Department still has a supply of flu
vaccine available at each of the area health centers in Calloway, Ballard, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman and McCracken counties. Persons who would like to get a flu shot may call the center in their
county. Persons may call Calloway County Health Center at 753-3381.

Veterans' assistance available Veterans and their families will be provided counseling and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits. This is a free
service provided by the state of Kentucky. Charles-flentey, regional
field representative of Kentucky of Department of Veterans Affairs,
will be at the National Guard Armory, Kentucky Highway 121. North,
Murray, on the second Thursday, Jan. 10, from 9 a.m. to noon to
help veterans and their families. For information call 1-877-812-0840.

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert has been. issued by the Calloway County Family
Resource Center for a couch, chair, full sized bed, dresser and kitchen
table for a family. Anyone having any of these items to donate are
asked to .call the center 762-7333. Monetary donations are still being
taken to help with expenses for the Santa project: These tax deductible
donations may be mailed to Calloway County Family Resource Center, 1169 Pottertown Rd., Murray, KY 42071.

Entertainment dates „changed
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment will have its next session
Thursday. Jan. 10, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Green Horse Restaurant.
This is an outreach ministry, sponsored by Goshen United Methodist
Church. The sessions on Dec. 27 and Jan. 3 will not be held because
of the holidays .and illnesses in families. This is a special 'program
for the public

MS Foundation needs items
The Muscular-Dystrophy Family Foundation® will .accept donations
of unwanted vehicles anywhere in the "United States. Donations of
cars, trucks, vans and motorcycles are Id with proceeds used to
support MDFF programs, including _purchasing wheelchairs. Persons
may qualify for a tax deduction. For information call 1-800-544-1213.

Tourism needs guide listings
Murray Tourism Commission is now accepting entries for the calendar of events which appears in the Murray Visitors Guide, an annual publication promoting tourism in Murray and Calloway County.
Events should take place between March and December of 2002.
Deadline for entries is Jan. 18. For more information contact Judy
Gargus, executive director of Murray Tourism Commission, at 7592199.

P'sgc.kiic Fr
EXECUTIVE INN
PADUCAH, KY
JANUARY566

CALL

Readings,
Demonstration
Booths.
Door Prizes,
Vendors. etc.

Sat. 10 am-8 pm • Sun. 10 am-6 pm
FREE LECTURES EVERY 1/2 HOUR WITH $5 ADMISSION
A Pegasus Produetiun Fait-

k

.•

on "Making Kids Mind Without Losing Yours"
Baptist Church, Murray, op Jan. 6, 13 and 27
24. For more information contact Joetta Kelly,
.
gter
-at
•

CRIME44

MOWERS
OF MURRAY ANL%
C;31..LOWAY COUNTY

I(,

(270)753-9500

ing retain the current Registered
Nurse workforce."
.by
endorsed
beep
has
said.
bi,I1
Whitfield_
The
to their limit,"
'Our legislation will help encour- 'The American Nurses Association,
age new nursing students while help- the American Organization of Nurse

From Page 6

Executives and the American Asso- nursing programs have decreased
by 13.6, percent between 1995 anil
ciation of Colleges of Nursing.
By 2008. the demand for Reg- 1999. Less than 19 percent of all
stere-d Nurse's ri imiected to i nereise - 'Registered- ITure-s -ate arida -theby 22 percent, while graduates from age of 35.

Doors Open Daily At 10:00 am
Storewide Sale!
Mum's
* $25 off cradles, highchairs, &

The
W ord

changing tables!
* In stock Jenny Lind cribs $100!
* Up to $200 off cribs!
* $25 off mattresses!
* Up to 50% off crib bedding!
* 50% off all fall maternity &
childrens clothing!
* 25% off all new spring maternity
and childrens clothing!

ZETA MEETING...Presenting the program at the December meeting of the Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's _
Club were the Missing Links Barbershop Quartet (top'
photo, from left) Pat Miller, Ruth Eversmeyer. Martha
Crafton and Joanne Cavitt. Charlotte Barker gave the
devotion on "Symbols of Christmas.- Hostesses were
(bottom, from left)Barbara Erwin, Nancy Haverstock, Maurine Hopson and Jo Elkins.

Kentucky Life heads outdoors along a new hicing trail being
f il business based forged on Pine Mountain. With
on theThTunty oTihe IanffiñThe help ot voliniteers, a pathway
_ then to visit two beautiful Ken- is slowly being created for sight. tucky parks. Hosted by Dave Shuf- seers at one of the state's great
• fett, the program airs Saturday, places of scenic bea
fan. 12 at 8:30/7:30 p.m:- Cl' on ly, 28 miles long, the P
tam n Trail is located on the borKET.
between Kentucky and Virder
bountiful
The harvest is often
- at Sunflower Sundries of Mount ginia. When complete.' the trail
Olivet, a family business where' will be' 120Miles limig and will
soap is made using time-honored, run from the Breaks Interstate.Park
traditional methods. Jennifer Glea- to the Cumberland Gap National
son and family rely on old-fash- Park.
ioned farming techniques to proKentucky Life is produced and
duce materials for the soap, as
well as for jams, jellies and mus- directed by Joy Flynn. Series writer
tards - all of which they sell via is Ellen 'Ballard. Segment produeers for this program are Joy Flynn,
. a thriving mail-order business.
Next, a visit to Kentucky Dam Gale Worth and Dave Shuffett.
Village demonstrates why it is one -Cra,ig...Cornwell is executive proof Kentucky's most popular state ducer. The program is closed-capparks. Either on land or on the tioned for the .deaf and hard-ofstate's largest mah-made lake, there hearing. Viewers can find out more
is ample opportunity for adven- about programming on KET by
visiting the KET Web site at
ture.
http://www.ket.org.
viewers
takes
Dave
Finally,
-

Call 1-866-CINGULAR or visit www.cingular.con-1
LOTS OF LEAVES...Students at Montessori Discovery School
raked leaves on Olive Boulevard and then plied in their
piles on a warm late fall day.
MADISON VILLE

30 N Main St
Parkway Plaza Mall
4n1 Ma :,son Sq. 0\e

WAL•MART
r-0 BENTON

OPADUCAH
5130 Hinkleville Rd
3220 Irvin Cobb Dr

MAD ISONVIL LE

Sunday, Dec. 30 - Thursday, Jan. 10
Reopen Friday, Jan. 11
New Winter Hours Fri. & Sat. Open at 4 p.m.
Come in and try our delicious buffet and our great steaks!
15 min. from Murray on Hwy.121 S.
5 min. from Paris Landing on Hwy.119
731-232-6006 • 270-436-5566
Banquet Rooms Available For Birthdays & Anniversaries!

any month in wh•ch a call •s o• • • •
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applicable
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Thursday, anuary 3•Tip-off 7: 0 p.m.
Regional Special Events Center- Murray,Ky.

In Focus

OVC
Standings

OVC
Statistics

UTM Skyhawks

[Through Dec 31)

(Through Dec.311

Q_Vc

Overall
7-8
Murray St.
7-5
Tenn -Martin
7-4
Tenn Tech
6-4
Morehead St
5-5
Southeast Mo
2-8
Eastern lilionis
7-7
Tennessee-St
3-8
Eastern Ky
3-9

Austin Peay

Scoring

2-0
1-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-1
0-1
0-1

1. Henry Domercant,
Eastern Ill.
24.6
2001-02 Record: 7-4, 0-0 OVC
2000-01 Record: 10-18, 5-11
OVC (8th)
Returning Starters: 4
Series vs. MSU: MSU leads, 18-2
Last Meeting UTM 80, Racers 73, Feb.
3, 2001
Probable Starting Lineup
F-Okechi Egbe, 6 4 ppg 4.CLrpg. F-Brian
- Foster. 14.4 ppg., 5 9 rpg. C-Jeremy
Sargent, 9.3, 7.6 rpg. G-Jair Peralta, 13.5
ppg .45 assists G-Jgrmi Hampton, 9.0 ppg ,
21 assists

-Upcoming
Games
Wednesday, Jan. 2
SEMO at'Westem tI 8 p m
Thursdaydan, 3
UT-Martin at Murray State
Tenn Tech at Eastern Ky . 6 30 p m
Tenn State at Morehead,6 30 pm

Peay 22.8
3. Ricky Minard,
Morehead State
20.2
BRET CAMPBELL

4. Justin Burdine,
Murray State 19.8

Alma Mater
Valdosta St (1983),_
Record At TSU
27-41 (3rd year)
Career Record
27-41
Assistant Coaches
Deane Martin:
Tommy Tormohlen, Trent Becker

5. Derek Winans, SEMO
15.7

2001-02 Results
DatNov. 29
Dec 3
Dec 6
Dec. 8
Dec. 16
Dec. 21
Dec. 22
Dec. 28\

Saturday, Jan. 5
Gardner-Webb at Murray St 7 p m
Tenn -State at Eastern
6 30 pm
Tenn Tech at Morehead. 6 30 p.m
Austin Peay at Western Ky , 7 p m
SEW)at EaStern Illinois, 7 TO p m

Racer
Stats

ChaQ134111
St Mary's
Bethel
Middle Tenn State
Northern Arizona
Mississippi
Winthrop
West Virginia State
Memphis

&Lail
W, 109-38
W,81-57
W, 76-71
W, 54-51
L, 83-72
L, 86-60
W,89-69

Rebounds
1. Damien Kinloch, Tenn.
Tech 9.6
2. James Singleton,
Murray State 8.8

3. Ricky Minard,

\Last Time Out

Averages--pts. mkt,
Justin Burdine
19 8 260
Antione VVhelchel
10.9 32.7
James Singleton
103 25 1
Kevin Paschel
8.9 283.
Cuthbert Victor
8 8 24 8
Rashard Harris
6 7 11 5
Antonio Henderson
6.0 16.9
Andi Hornig
4.5 23 1
Chris Shumate
3.5 19:5
Chwale Bedeau
1 3 ' 6.3
Rod lhomas
-10
70

titartie

2. Nick Stapleton, Austin

Morehead State

MURRAY STATE: The Racers fell to regional rival Southern Illinois
67-63 before breaking for the New Year's holiday ... Guard Justin Burdine
ith 29 points on_.9a.f,2.0_shooting,_13.a* effort of ibe 5-1• _
senior was not enough to stave off the Salukis(10-2) ... Burdine's desparation 3-pointer with 6.1 seconds left missed its mark, allowing SIU to escape
for its second straight win over MSU. .

-

Cuthbert Victor
Sophomore G/F • 6-5, 203
Cuthbert Victor's play over the past 1-1/2 seasons has earned him a place
in the Racers' starting lineup. In six games as a starter, the Virgin Islands
native has produced 9.0 points per game and has grabbed 5-91-ebounds per
contest. Victor has also become Murray's top defensive player, usually
drawing the assignment of stopping the opponent's best player:

TENNESSEE-MARTIN: The Skyhawks dropped an 88-58 decision tp
in-state rival Memphis on Dec. 28 at The Pyramid ... Guard Jahr Peralta
and reserve Joey Walker paced UTM in scoring with 12 points each ...
Tigers' freshman sensation Dajaun Wagner led all scorers with 21 points.
on 5-of-16 shooting.

8.4

4. Jeremy Sargent, TennMartin 7.6
5. Antione•Whelchel,
Murray State 7.3
FG Percentage
1. James Singleton,
Murray State .640
4. Cuthbert Victor,
Murray State .535

The Murray Bank
wishes the
Barbara
Oninthell

Judy
Denton

1300 Johnson Blvd.• Murray

CAMPBELL
REALTY

Peggy
Allgood

RACERS
GOOD LUCK!

Alan
Thornburg

(270) 759-8780

Our Convenient Banking Hours

'I C
Fabulous 6 bedrooms and 4 baths living room dining room, family room
downstairs 43x 12 bonus room upstairs
Located in one of Murray's most prestigious subdivisions For only $239.030

Home owners dream (immaculate) 3 bedroom, 2 bath beauty.
Great Location - Walk to Murray
High $149,000

1101111111111111EM

Monday-Thursday 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - Noon
Drive-Thru Always Opens 8 a.m.

Spacious beauty. This beautifully kmdscoped
home has 9' ceilings and on open fir plan
Featuring cherry cabinets throughout ono
whirlpool tub in master suite features not normally found in a house at this pace $139,900
-

•

The4)
Murray Bank

I

How Banking Should Be

RACERS

NM WPM

t ENDER

405 South 12th St.•Mirrag KY•
www.thernurraybanitcam

•

Walk to the lake! This property on
almost 1 1/2 ac looks brand
new( 3 bdr , 2 ba $69,900 Don't
miss itl

Lakeway Shores Best Buy over
2,000 sq. ft. 3 bcir , 2 1/2 ba. Lots
of updates + community dock
$87,900.

Campbell Estates 4 bdr./2 1/2
ba. Beautiful hardwood floors
throughout and that perfect
location $229,900.

PROUDLY SUPPORTING
RACERS

Say bye-bye to the landlord(
How about some income with
your ownership')2 bdr. 1 ba nice
duplex $79,900

11111PER
Canterbury Beauty( All oversized
rooms Fabulous sunroom Dining
room seats 20 3 bd. 2 1/2 ba
$168.000 WOW(

Campbell Estates, professionally decorated. executive home, large bonus
room ready for you to customize
Open and airy floor plan Just 2 years
new. 3 txl 2 1/2 ba $189000.

RACER

ATHLETICS

BankWith Historic Roots
Is Covering New Ground
established in 1879

LOTS FOR SALE
Greenplains Subd.
Doran Rd.
Doran Rd./Melrose
Neale Rd. 5 ac.
Area's B€.•‘,I Buy; 3 bdr
;.)(i Country charm, city conver, Outland School Rd. 1.5 ac.
Peaceful setting Just 5 miles from ience, spacious floorplan, 3
Johnny Robertson Rd. 2.6 ac
town This remarkable home is Bdr /2 Ba., beautifully landFurches Tr. 6 ac.
scaped. $142,500.
only $169,900

S5,000
S15,000
S19,900
S49,900
S17,000
539.900
S29,900

HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL BANK
P.O. Box 1015 • 6013 Main Street • Murray, KY 42071 • 270-753-7921 • Fax: 270-753-)
T977
Member FDIC

E ouAkt NOOSING
OPPORTUNITY
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Oregon blasts
Buffs 38-16
in Fiesta Bowl
TEMPE, Ant. (AP)- Joey Harrington gave the Oregon football program its greatest .Season, and maybe a share of the
national championship.
The No. 2 Ducks' 38-16 rout of No. 3 Colorado in the Fiesta Bowl on Tuesday gave Oregon its first 11-win season.
Now every Duck is a Nebraska rooter. If the Cornhuskers
beat Miami in the Rose Bowl on Thursday, Oregon could share
the national title.
"I'm i Nebraska fan," Oregon cornerback Rashad Bauman
said. "I have a Nebraska hat for January thii-d, and won't nobody
take .it from me."
Harrington, 25-3 as a Ducks starter, threw for four touchdowns and 350 yards, and Oregon shut down Colorado's running game in a contest that was far more onesided than anyone expected.
"I expected us• to Wilt; but the way we did it, I'm kind of
surprised," he said-"Colorado was a very tough team. They
were the hottest team in the country, and we played one of our
best games against them."
"
Samie Parker caught nine passes for 162 yards, including a
perfect 79-yarder. for a touchdown that imit Oregon ahead' for
good in the second quarter, when the Ducks outgaitied the Buffaloes 198 yards to 53.
Oregon's Steve Smith set a Fiesta Bowl record with three
interceptions, and the Ducks' defense - ranked 81st ill NCAA
Division I - forced the Buffs to throw. Oregon did it by crowding the line of scrimmage and letting the cornerbacks take
receiyers one-on-one.
Maurice Morris ran 49 yards fir another Oregon score, landing on top of a Colorado defender at IM -Buffaloes 21. He 'got
back on his feet to make it 28-7 early in the third quarter.

Wednesday, January 2, 2002
1111r

lir

With Pitino
out of way,
Smith faces
apprentice

QUACK ATTACK:
..Joey Harrington threw for four touchdowns
and 350 yards as No. 2 Oregon defeated No. 3 Colorado 38-16
in the Fiesta Bowl Tuesday.

Vols rip Michigan in Citrus
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP)- Michigan didn't
let Tennessee tailback Travis Stephens show
off his speed. His teammates had no trouble
showing theirs.
Casey Clausen threw three scoring passes,
two to Kelley Washington and one to Jason
Witten, and ran for two more touchdowns
Tuesday as the No. 8 Volunteers (11-2) handed No. 17 Michigan its worst bowl loss, 4517 in the Citrus Bowl.
"I felt defensively _zed dp a much better
job containing the Tennessee offense," Michigan coach Lloyd Carr said.
Michigan's plan was to stop Stephens, who
. set Tennessee's single-season rushing record
this season and punished Florida for 226 yards
• on the ground.
Mission accomplished, but there was a problem. Well, actually several problems.
Michigan couldn't consistently cover Washington, Witten, Donte Stallworth and the other
receivers often lining up in a four-wide set.
Sometimes, the Vols lined up the fullbacks
and tailbacks wide.
"We were trash-talking the *hole game. I
was saying, 'The SEC is too fast for y'all.
Y'all better watch out,- Stephens said he told
the Michigan players. "It didn't surprise me,
their speed compared to our speed. We knew
looking on the film they were overmatched
speedwise."

and the SEC. The Big Ten is more power
and physieal, and the SEC is mainly all speed,"
Clausen said. "Michigan was a real big, physical team. We're big and -physical too, but I
think the difference was speed."
Jason Witten, a 6-5, 265-pound tight end,
made Michigan's defenders look tortoise-like.
The! Vols, who woh their first bowl game
since the 1998 national title, increased their
lead to 31-10 at the beginning of the third
quarter when Witten caught a pass from Clausen
across the middle and ran untouched 64 yards
for a touchdown. Stallworth blocked two trailing defenders from chasing him down.
"He had some breakaway speed, some speed
I didn't know he had," Stephens said.
Michigan waiTheld to-T03- -y-atirs rushing
CASEY CLAUSEN
and 240 passing. John Navarre completed 21
Tennessee rolled up 503 yards, the most of 39 passes, but was intercepted once. Both
Michigan allowed all season. The Wolverines quarterbacks were sacked four times.
had not given up more than 26 points this
"We weren't going to let them run the footseason and saw their four-game winning' streak ball and they weren't going to let us run the
in bowls end.
football: Tennessee coach Phillip Fulmer said.
Clausen completed 26 of 34 passes for a "We were able to make the plays in the passcareer-high 393 yards, with no interceptions. ing game that they didn't."
During one stretch, he completed 10 straight
Stallworth finished- with eight catches for
passes.
119 yards, while Witten had six for 125 yards.
Stephens was held to just 38 yards on 16 Washington caught six passes for 70 yards.
carries, and Stallworth outgained him with 42 Clausen added two 1-yard touchdown -runs.
yards on one rushing play.
Washington made a 37-yard TD catch, anB
"I think everybody stereotypes the Big Ten Stephens ran one in from 3 yards out.

LSU routs Illini,
win Sugar Bowl

TOO SWEET...LSU quarterback Rohan Davey threw for 444
yards in the Tigers' 47-34 Sugar Bowl win over Illinois.

HI-ENERGY WEIGHT CONTROL
Our Program guarantees 3 lbs. per week of weight loss!

NEW ORLEANS(API- Rohan
Davey, Josh Reed and Domanick
Davis set so many records, LSU
coach Nick Saban could only stand
back and _enjoy the show.- Unranked in late November, No.
12 LSU showed it belonged in a
big game, beating No. 7 Illinois
47-34 Tuesday night in the highest-scoring Sugar Bowl ever.
Davis ran for four touchdowns,
Reed caught 14 passes for 239 yards
and ,MVP Davey threw for 444
yards. Every one of those stats
set a Sugar mark.
Davey, who threw two TD passes to Reed and three overall, said
he 'wasn't surprised. He said the
LSU offense met so much with
coaches in the last month that "in
the last 20 minutes, we'd go to
sleep."
"That's how comfortable we
were with the game plan." he said.
Playing in a game more about
poll position than national championship plans, the Tigers (10-3)
won their school-record fifth

straight bowl. Ahead 27-0 in the
second quarter, they held on despite
four TD passes by Kurt Kittner.
"I think we have earned a spot
- in the top 10 in the final poll,"
Saban said. "We certainly proved
we should be in a BCS game."
• LSU set a Sugar record Bowl
by scoring 27 points in the second period en route to a 34-7
halftime lead over Illinois (10-2).
"Obviously, we're disappointed
with what happened," Illinois coach
Ron Turner said. "We dirk our• selves too big a hole Wad couldn't get out of it."
1
Davis starred while 'starting in
place of injured star LaBrandon
Toefield, gaining 122. yards- on 28
carries. He nearly had a fifth TD,
but his catch in the end-zone was
called back because of a, penalty.
Reed, an All-American junior,
was open all night. The Biletnikoff Award winner as the natiOn's
top receiver scored on grabs of
32 and 5 yards liT what could
have been his -final college game

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

44.95*
(*On most Cars & trucks)

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires )
1415 W. Main St.
(Next to Corvette Lanes)
la
Murray, KY

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
RI VoRt

96 East Main Street • 753-5606

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Kentucky coach Tubby Smith felt
immense pride in beating one of
his mentors following Saturday's
blowout victory over Rick Pittno's new Louisville squad.
But Smith hopes one of his
own former apprentices, Shawn
Finney, misses out on those feelings ofsatisfaction when the sixthranked Wildcats (8-2) face Tulane
today at Freedom Hall.
"I'd rather not," Smith said
when asked if lilted the idea of
matching up against 4_ team_ led
by a friend. "But we've got to
play somebody in Louisville.
"You always have mixed emotions playing against your friends,
especially somebody you've
known and worked with for so
long. That makes it tough to
do."
Finney first met Smith when
both were assistant coaches at
schools in Richmond, Va. Smith-at Virginia Commonwealth
and Finney at Randolph Macon.
Finney was an assistant at
Tulsa under J.D. Barnett when
he began' his nine-year association .with Smith.
When 'Barnett,
who
coached -Smith
at High Point,
was fired in
1991, he recommended to
the new coach
-Smith-that
he retain Finney.
"Shawn is a
very Mien'
person with a
calculating
mind," Smith
rsaid. "And he's
extremely corn- petitive
and
TUBBY
loVes the game
of basketball."
Finney, whose squad is 8-2
after a tough 9-21 inaugural season last year, said he doesn't
expect Smith to approach Wednesday's game any different than
he would any other game against
any other coach.
t. "He's kind of a father figure,
best friend and mentor all wrapped
up into one," said Finney, 39,
who worked for Smith at Tulsa,
Georgia and Kentucky before
leaving for his first head coaching job at Tulane in poo.
"You always want to beat your

Tulane vs No. 6 Kentucky
Date. Wednesday. Jan 2, 2002
Tipotf: 7 pm CST
Site: Freedom Hall. Louisville, Ky.
Records: Tulane 9-2, Kentucky 8-2
Series Record: Kentucky leads 39-5
Coaches: Shawn Finney (17-23, second season, 17-23 overall), Tulane,
Tubby Smith (118-35, fifth season; 24297. 11th season overall), Kentucky
Radionelevision: University -of Kentucky Radio Network. University of Kentucky Television Network
Probable Starting Lineups:
Tulane: F-Nick Sinville, 134 ppg. 6 5
rpg. F-Wayne Tinsley, 7.2 ppg. 42 rpg
C-Brandon Brown, 18.6 ppg, 7:2 rpg
G-Brandon Spann, 14,3 ppg„ 3.6 rpg.
G-Waitan Marsh, 13.3 ppg, 4_2 rpg.
a -Kentucky: F-Tayshaun Prince 18.6 ppg.
7.2 rpf. C-Jules Camara, 3.6 ppg, 3 9
rpg. 0-Cliff Hawkins. 8.4 ppg, 4.0 apg
0-Gerald Fitch, 7.1 ppg, 5.1 rpg
Keith Bogans, 13.7 ppg, 5.6 rpg.

family members. 1 don't expect
him to take it easy."
Smith may not have that luxury.
Tulane has four players
in double figures, led
aver.gin by junior center Brandon Brown's
16.6 points. Frontcourt mate Nick
Sinville has added 13.4 points
an 6.5 rebounds per game.
The Green Wave's backcourt
has packed an equal amount of
punch as juniors
Brandon Spann
itati
Marsh
have
averaged 14.3
and 13.3 points,
respecpively.
SpAnn had 21
points and five •
assists
in
Tulane's
last
game, a 77-66,
loss to Mississippi State. "They have
one of the top
backcourts were
going to face,"
S59TH
Smith
said.
"They can both penetrate, they
can both shoot, they can both
score ... Our number one goal
in this game is to contain their
dribble penetration."
Finney's time spent with several of Kentucky's upperclassmen,
including Prince and junior guard
Keith Bogans, may als6 give him
an advantage over his mentor.
"I'm pretty sure he knows
what we like to do and what
we don't like to do.' said
Tayshaun Prince, who leads the
Wildcats with 18.3 points and
7.3 rebounds per game.

McClure's bombs can't
*sink Admirals; Lakers
fourth at Ridgewood
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
NEW PORT RICHEY, Fla. Mitchell McClure set a .pair of
Ridgewood Ram Classic records
for 3-point shooting, but the Calloway County Lakers could not
-defeat Danville in the third-place
game of the holiday tournament.
McClure canned a tournamentrecord seven 3-pointers for a gamehigh 26 points and finished the
three-day event with 14 made 3pointers, another tournament mark.
The Lakers (8-3) led the Admi:
rals 30-23 at halftime, but Danville
answered with a 2I-point third quarter to'jump ahead 44-4.2 as Chad
Bartleston scored 14 points.
Both sides hit 20 field goals
and nine 3-pointers apiece, but the
Admirals were 9-of-17 from the

Danville 58
LAKERS 55
Calloway Co
16
42 - 55
30
Danville
15
44 - 58
23
Calloway (55) - Adams 3, Barrow 6.
Boggess, Bynum 10, N. Jones, R Jones,
Lamb 7, McClure 26, Sexton, Walker 3
FG: 20 3-point FG: 9 (McClure 7, Adams
1, Bynum 1) FT: 6-12 Record: 8-3
Danville (58) - Clark 7, Vaught 7, Mays
9, Bartleston 14, Scott 6. Dunn 10, King
5, Cloud, Raines. FG: 20 3-point FG: 9
(Bartleston 3, Dulln 2, Clark 1. Mays 1,
Ring 1. Scott 1). FT: 9-17. Record: NA.

free:throw line. Calloway sank just
6-of-12 foul shots.
Jimmy Bynum added 10 points.
Clay Lamb seven and Seth Barrow six for the Lakers, who return
to action Friday when they host
Fourth District and crosstown
archrival Murray at 7:30 p.m. at
Jeffrey Gymnasium.

Unique gifts 3or Everyone!

ONE STOP...
You Shop, We Wrap, We Pack, We Ship

Rare Treasures
922 S. I 2th • Bel-Air Shopping Center
Hrs: Monday-Friday 9731-s400
(.

St.
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Willingham
confident
Irish can
regain glory

SCOREBOMM
Smirk:cored

thr

Representing

Haverstock and &liter ow
Insurance Agency Reif
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) —
Van HaverStOCk
Notre Dame found itself a "Rudy"
coach
to
the Irish.
NATIONAL BASKETB ALL ASSOCIATION
Their new coach, Tyrone WillEASTERN CONFERENCE
WESTERN CONFERENCE
ingham, was a more successful
Atlantic Division
Midwest Division
walk-on at Michigan State than
L. Pct. GB
W
L Pct. GB
New Jersey
19
10 .855 - —
San Antonio
Daniel "Rudy" Ruettiger was at
21
7
750
Boston
18
11 .621
1
Dallas
21
9
1
700
Notre Dame. While Ruettiger got
Washington
16
14
533
31/2
Minnesota
20
9 690
1 1/2
in for the last 27 seconds of his
Orlando
15
17 469
51/2
Utah
16
15
516
6 1/2
New York
13
final game at Notre Dame — inspir17
433
61/2
Denver
10
19
345 11 1/2
Philadelphia
12
18
400
71/2
Memphis
ing a movie — Willingham let9
21
300 13
Miami
6
23 207 13
Houston
HONORED...Dinh's Martial Arts America recently held a banquet to recogrdze its stu9
22
290 13 1/2
tered three years for the Spartans
Central Division
Pacific Division
dents from the Fall 2001 Ultimate Bodyshaping Course. Joined by instructor Tung Dinh
playing quarterback and flanker.
Pct. GB
Pct. GB
Milwaukee
18
10
643
Willingham, who coached StanA, Lakers
(second from left), the top participants are (from left) Edsel Beale. most weight loss;
21
778
6
Indiana
18
15
545
2 1,2
Sacramento
23
9
719
1/2
ford the past seven years, admits
Twila Howard, most committed: and John Withee. overall winner of S500 cash prize.
Detroit
15
13 536
3
Phoenix
18
13 581
5
to having some "Rudy" in him.
Toronto
16
14
533
3
L A. Clippers
16
14
533
6 1/2
Charlotte
13
17
"I share that belief that you
433
6
Seattle
16
15
516
7
Cleveland
12
18
400
7
Portland
13
can accomplish anything and, if Atlanta
17
433
9 1/2
11
19
367
8
Golden State
12
18
400 10 1/2
I might say so. I think my presChicago
6
23 207 12 1/2
Thursday's Games
ence here today will speak to that
Golden State at Charlotte, 6 p m.
Tuesday's Game
issue in some regards," he said.
Dallas at New York, 630 p.m
L.A Clippers 112 Portland 97
Detroit at Houston. 7-30 p m
Willingham is dreaming of more Today's
Games
- MIAMI (AP) — Rex GrossGrossman's replacement will be we lose the game, you're going than just coaching
Friday's Games
the Irish, though. Orlando at Boston, 6 p
Cleveland at Toronto, 6 p m
man is out. Brock Berlin is in.
Brock Berlin, who is -strongly con- to blame that on me, too."
Golden State at Cleveland, 6 p m
He's dreaming of bringing them
Chicago at Washington, 6 p
How long will that Arrangement sidering transferring to the UniMemphis at New Jersey, 6 30 p.m
Spurrier made it clear that GrossMiami at Boston. 630 pm
last? Everybody will find out versity of Miami because he does- man, who started' all 11 games back to dominance in college footMilwaukee at Minnesota. 7 p.m.
Orlando at New Jersey, 6.30 p.m
ball, a place they haven't been since
Dallas
at
Chicago,
7
30
p.m.
tonight in the Orange Bowl.
Atlanta at Memphis, 7 pm
n't play enough. He suddenly finds this season and came a scant 62 they were
ranked No. 2 it the
Detroit at San Antonio, 7:30 p.m.
Utah at Minnesota, 7 p m
Indeed, the latest turn of Flori- himself preparing for his first col- votes short of winning tliF HeisL.A.
Lakers
11
Denver,
8 p.m.
-end of the 1993 season. .
Indiana at San Antonio, 7.30 p m
da _coach _S_teve Spurrier's qUar-. lege start on a mighty big stage.. man, is no sure thing to tplay whin
Philadelphia at Phoenix, 8 pin.
L.A. Clippers at Denver, 8 p.m.
-That's why I'm here. To reach Toronto at Portland, 9
terbaci carousel might be the most
p.m.,
Philadelphia at Seattle, 9 p.m. ,
During a 20-iiiiinite news con- the No. 5 Gators (*-2) face-the that levelexcellence
of
'That'
thist.K.
--Clippers
at Sacrament(); S-P-IT17Phoenix at L A Lakers, 9:30 p,nt
curious of all.
ference ttiat made for great the- No. 6 Terrapins (10-1).
'
university has always had. I believe
Spurrier shook, up a rather rou- ater, Spurner sounded at peace
"Whoever -starts always gets an it ck-i-1 be accomplished," he said. ou
tine week Tuesday when he with the decision.
opportunity," Spurner said. "It doesNotre Dame athletic director
announced he was pulling Gross-Brock and Rex, sometimes at nit. mean they're going to finish
Kevin
White said that confidence
man from the starting lineup against practice you can't tell a differ- it. But I never 'start a guy and
from
Willingha
m impressed him.
Maryland because he missed cur- ence who's out there," Spurrier said. say, 'If you screw up, you're' out
White was even impressed with
few on the team's second night "If we lose the game, you can the next series.' It takes a bunch
how Willingham took the news
in Miami.
blame it on me. If Rex plays and of screw-ups to take a guy out." three
weeks ago When- White said.
he had' hired George-O'Leary as
DALLAS(AP) — A few steps teammates in-- -front of him.
the Notre Dame football coach.
from Arkansas coach Houston Nutt, Moments earlier, the Razorbacks'
"Kevin, yOu're hiring the wrong Quentin __Otiffin was tackled after
last legitimate opportunity ended
guy," White 'recalled Willingham - a 2-yard gain and Oklahoma faced
when Teddy Lehman hit Jones
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Art Kehiie throws away favored by eight points, but the Hurricanes, upset saying. "You need to hire me. third-and-1
3.
from
behind and Rocky Calmus
past performances when Miami plays Nebraska.
the 17-point 'favorite Cornhuskers in the Orange You know' you have to hire me."
"Zak, Zak, Zak, get loose," recovered Jones' fumble.
The Hurricanes' offensive line -coach has been a Bowl to. win the 1983 national title.
White finally took the Stan- Nutt hollered, knowing his RazorFrom the 1, against a defense
part of four Orange Bow,ls involving the teams, and
• While All-American. left tackle Bryant McKinnie ford coach's advice and signed backs were going to get one final that
had given up 50 yards on
on Thursday night. it'll be a Rose Bowl matchup figures the 'Canes can duplicate Colorado's domi- him to a six-year deal Monday '
chance.
previous
53
plays, Clark had no
in the BS national title.game.
nation_
•_
right_mickit' loacittrin .Cion.ralez_ is a hit ..more night.
Quarterback Zak Clark moved shot and the final was 10-3.
Miami's key to victory is its ability to tociis on raistic.
White-recounted-the-Con-ye/sa-—quickly to a -grassy area--behind
Jones said later that, he never,
the good Nebraska defense, not the one that showed
"The ends are their best defensive players and tion Tuesday as _he__ introduced the Arkansas bench and George saw
Lehman and that he was only
up in a. 62-36 loss at Colorado on Nov. 23.
we've got to contain them op the pass rush," Gon- Willingham, the first black head, Wilson bailed off a stationary bike a
second
or so from being able
"All the other stuff before is out," Kehoe said. zalez said, referring to DeMoine Adams and
coach in any sport at Notre Dame, so they 'could play catch.
Chris
to throw to Richard Smith. That
_ _ and just one
"In a game _like this, we're going to have to play Kelsay.
of four black footGriffin made 3 more and OU
was a problem all day for Jones
our tails off and find.a way to win. We have great
"Once you get through their front seven, the sec- ball coaches at Division 1-A.
called time with 19 seconds left. and Clark,.sacked a total of nine
respect for them. They have a great team. I 'know ondary, looked like it had trouble tackling,"
Willingham's hiring ends an Arkansas loaded up the left side times. McK-we're in for a big-time scrap."
innie said. "We're going to open some holes, there's embarrassing chapter for one of to rush punter'Jeff Ferguson, but
"They were just outquicking us
He's probably right. Top-ranked Miaini 411-0 is going to he some big plays made."
the nation's most prestigious foot- he got the ball off quickly — and beating
one-on-one on the
ball programs.. .
low and to the left and dead on edges," Nutt said.
O'Leary resigned five days after the I.
"It seemed like they were playbeing hired because of lies on
"When it rains, it pours," said ing defense with 15 people," Jones
his resume about his academic an Arkansas walk-on from his van- said.
and athletic background.
-tage point on- the-Arkansas_ bench. -After an All-SEC year, line- •
•
White said Notre Dame did
A few feet in front of him backer Jermaine Petty was far
not do anything different to hives- stood quarterback Matt Jones, at from down.
'
oe..
/
tigat Willingham's background.
6-6 tad enough to see over the
"This is a great way to go
out," he said.. "I enjoyed every
moment of it, every moment. The
great ones all lose some day."
Both Clark and Jones said. the
Razorbacks needed one big play.
"The kind of team we are, whensomething good happens, we seem
Patients who wish to pick up a copy
to get on a roll," rtralt
of their records may contact
"The whole game, we were just
trying to get that one big play to
get it going," Jones said.
1029 Medical Ctr. Circle Suite 200, Mayfield, KY
The closest the Razorbacks came
was
Jones' 20-yard keeper to the
(270) 251-4545 • 1-800-272-9477
Razorback 40 on his first play.
Three plays later, Jones was sacked
for an 8-yard loss. Despite the
20-yard gain, Jones wound up with
23 yards on 15 attempts.
Brandon Holmes had a 10-yard
Ophthalmologist • Eye Care Specialist
run — Arkansas! only other play
worth more than 8 yards. Arkansas
MURRAY
MAYFIELD
completed
two passes — a 7606 N. 12th St.
1029 Medical Ctr. Circle
yarder to Wilson and a 6-yarder
Behind Cracker Barrel
Jackson Purchase Medical Ctr
to Mark Pierce — and Oklahoma
753-6272
251-4545
coach Bob Stoops called that amazOffice Hours By Appointment
ing.
Most Insurances Accepted
'To keep someone to 13 yards
passing, I'don't care who you're playing," Stoops said
Edward Ginger- Greensburg

Berlin in for Gators

overwhelms
azorbacks 10-3

Miami expects good Husker 'D'

Dr. Gary Gallo will close his
Orthopedic practice Dec. 17, 2001.

uots of Win
ne
,
way
s,
uots of

Jackson Purchase Medical Office

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.

1-800-272-9477

$17,500

ckerc"v-

Murray Stale Men's Basketball

rk,‘"

allcs';\ ,soo

•

Tennessee-Martin
'am
•
tV30'Irts‘j

t0
$2-50O

Thursday, Jan. 3
at 7:30 p.m. RSEC
Live on WPSD

Cart Hall. vine
$7,000 Grove

Over 1 million winners,
Over $4 million won!
Arkjeall•ilLeia
(p
ar
oNSWIF
Put a Utile ploy In your day!

Lower level General Admission only
$5 when purchased on game night

www.kylottery.com
fames Singleton #42

RACERS
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150
155
160
165
180
190
195
200
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220
260
270
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285

Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy

40% Discount 3rd Run.
'All 3lds Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings

$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
$2.54) extra for Shopper titles. Claasifieda go into Shopping Guide, 12.50 extra for blind box ada.

Antiques
Lawn & Garden

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent

010

060

Murray State University has declared the following items Surplus to its -needs! Fryers,Coolers, Salad Bars,. Metal Counters, Food
Displays, Warmers, Kitchen Utensils, Pizza
Ovens, A Variety of Ottier Food Service
Equipment; Stoves, Welders, A Planer,
Printing Equipment, Bicycles, and a Metal
Shed. Most items may be seen at the General
Services Building, Chestnut. Street, Murray,
KY, on January 8th and 9th between the
hours of 9:00 a.m.to 2:00 p.m. Bid forms(BID
MUR-238D-02) can be obtained at the site.
Bids will open January 11, 2002 at 2:00 p.m.

Notice

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
Lost and Found
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just

give us a call, we'll

be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
ARE you really serious
about working from home
If so call 1-888-217-5277
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Need a great career'?
Werner needs entry-level
truck drivers. No experience necessary Earn
$700+ per week plus benefits. No CDP No Problem! CDL training is now
available in your area
1-800-242-7364
EXPERIENCED Secretary
with legal background
P.O. Box 1040-D
Murray, Ky 42071

I

UPN9 24 is Jooking _ for
temporary part-time master control operator to work
up to 30 hrs/wk Duties include switching prOgrAms
and commercials on UPN9
24's air. (Duality control
checking of programs and
recording satellite feeds
programs for airRequirements. high school diploma or equivalent, some
experience in television,
good work ethic and great
060
attitude!, Prior computer
Help Wanted
experience helpful. Pay is
$5.45/hr to start.
Cover letter to include poNEED Cash 555
sition desired and resume
AVON SALES REPS
to UPN9 24 Employment.
NEEDED
804 Fine Arts Building,
Full or part-time, detailed
----Murray-KV-42874,
training provided!
-Or
1-800-811-9487
upn9240 upn924.com. All
ask for Betty
applications and inquiries
or e-mail
are strictly confidential.
bvincent@avon net
UPN9 - 24 and Murray
Home
WORK From
University i§ an
State
And Love It
EEO.M/F/D..Alk employer.
888-520-7782
Livinglindependnt com

Part-Time Youth Director
If interested,job descriptions are
available at
111 North 5th Street, or
call 753-3824

therese @evergreenrehab.com.

ac eR
el
Old Count

Store

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR THE FOLLOWING:

RESPONSIBLE 15 yea
old will do babysitting afte
school and on weekends
Call 759-9215 Have references
WILL do Housecleaning
753-3802

Computers
HEWLETT- Packard Computer, Windows M E. 40
GIG Hard-Drive, 900 mhz
Processor, 8X4X32 CDRW. 128 meg ram, Speaker. 56K modem, $475
753-8630.
COMPUTER PLACE.
AMD computers 5699
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service
On 121S

436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

Went""
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives.
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.

1&2 bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1BR Apartment, available
Dec. 1st. Close to campus
No pets 753-5980.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444
1BR Apt $225.
Small pets okay.
Coleman RE
759-4118 ,
1BR , nice quiet area
753-8588
1BR_, Univer. Hgts Stove,
refrig. W/D DW lease no
pets. $325/mo M-f 8-5
Also tree 753-4937.
FIREWOOD
service 436-2562
2BR, 641 S. Clean, quiet,
private, C/H/A, laundry
hookup, no pets. ReferenMobile Homes For Sate
ces and deposit.
492-8634
16X80 Classic mobile
home. 3br and 2 bath- 2BR. Washer and Dryer
rooms. Excellent condition available, partially furnished, no pets. $250 month,
Call 753-4847 after 5pm.
767-9037.
HM & Sons Mobile Home 2BR., 1 1/2 bath, covered
Mover 20yrs. experience parking, extremely nice
Licensed & insured in Ken- Coleman RE 759-4118
tucky, Tennessee & Illi- 2BR edge of town, washer & dryer. $335
nois. 437-3939
Coleman RE 759-4118
3 & 4br,apts. avail Diuguid
Drive. Coleman RE 759
4118.
Bath.,
Mo
2 Bedroom, 2
bath Apt, downbile Home Built in applian- 3BR, 2
a month
ces, 11/2 miles west of stairs $400
489-2296
hardin on Hwy 80, large
country lot large deck, city 3br. house
efficiency
water, $300 month, plus 1-2,br apts
deposit. no pets 437- C/H/A, near MSU
753-1252 or 753-0606
4443
3BR., 2 bath. Central Heat
2BR Rent to own 14x70
and Air. 905 Southwood
Coleman RE 759-4118
Dr. No pets. $580 month
3BR.' 2 bath. $300. per and deposit. 753-556.1
month. 753-6012.
APT for rent. 3br, applianNICE 2br, Mobile home ces furnished, C/H/A, near
No pets. 753-9866.
MSU $400 month. 7594696
CONDOPLEX 3br • 2 bath
Business Rentals
Available January 5,2002
$700/mo.
APPX 1,500 sq ft good
Deposit required
heavy traffic
location
753-0834
Rent monthly or long term
lease
500 N 4th St Murray, Ky
Call for more info
Daytime 1-877-726-4077
after 5pm 901-644-3625

EXTRA nice 1 br., 1 bath,
central gas H&A, appliances furnished. W&D lyr
lease, 1 month deposit. No
pets. 753-2905.
320
HAZEL Apartments
CASH paid for good. used
Apartments For Rent
Now taking applications for
rifles, shotgun-it & pistols.
Benson Sporting Goods. 1 bedroom apt Clean 1 & 2br units. Rent based
on income Mobility impair519 S. 12th. Murray.
Stove, refng , dishwasher
ment accessible Phone:
WANTED" STANDING
and W/D $325 No pets
492-8721. Mon & Thurs
TIMBER. LARGE OR
436-5268 ,
9-11am. TDD No
SMALL ACREAGE.
1 OR 2br apts near down- 1-800-648-6056
Equal
436-5700
town Murray starting at Housing Opportunity
436-5727
$200/mo. 753-4109
NICE 2br duplex, applian753-2533
ces, good neighborhood
150
150
No pets. $375. per month
Articles
Articles
deposit $375. 753plus
For Sale
For Sale
2967.

Vernon's Pawn Shop
DELL & GATEWAY COMPUTERS
Used 30 days
Retail $1,700

5
$59
wirti

Experience or Inexperience Training Available

NOW

FREE PRINTER
Some computers starting at $100 & up

HIRING FOR ALL POSITIONS
Benefits to include: Medical. Life & Dental
Insurance. 401K, Stock Purchase.
Employee Discounts,
Paid Vacations, Flexible Hours & More

(27" Televisions

'150.00

and up

JEWELRY

Diamond Ring. Chains. Charms

up to

Interviews January 4•9 a.m.-4 p.m.
• Chamber of Commerce
Call For An Appointment 762-0081

Nintendo 64

'39.95

New & Used

1

50% OFF

._ )oot Nov

10% Trade-Ir

Guns &
Knives on
Special

r-

VCR s24.95

and up

AN Other Merchandise On Safe! No Reasonable Offer Re4ilspri

EOE

445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

Apialmenta For Rent

Articles
For Sale

140

42071

Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots Ror Sale

150

KELLERS

Evergreen Rehabilitation, a national
provider of therapy services, currently has
the follov,ing positions available in
Clinton. Kentucky: full time Occupational
Certified
time
full
or
Therapist
Occupational ,Therapy Assistant._ PRN
Physical Therapy Ass'istant, and Speech
Language Pathologist. Please fax resume to
877-331-5368 or e-mail resume to

300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440

Patient Accounts
25" Color Console TV
Representative
RCA, good picture, $50.00
Henry County. Healthcare '753-6091.
Center is seeking a Patient
L.P. Gas Refills
Accounts Representative.
. Lowest prices in town
Position is full-time. PreviNew 100lb L.P. gas cyi
ous nursing home or hos$79.95
pital billing experience reB&B Brokers
quired. Excellent benefits
753-4389.
and salary based on expeMACHINE quilting
rience. Interested candi$31 50 reg size
dates should send resume
Murray Sewing Center
or apply in person.
759-8400
Human Resources
camcorder
time
OLD
Henry County
Works good
w/case
Medical Center
Needs new battery $200
P.O. Box 1030
759-9215
Paris, TN 38242
ZENITH TV, Console mod
731-644-8472
el $100 753-0324
Equal Opportunity
Employer
firewood

Local Church Has Opening For

Positions available as Residential Providets for
community-based residential program for
developmentally disabled adults. Our company
offers various shifts, opportunity for advancer
ment, excellent benefits including paid 40+
hours of training, 401(k), medical/dental insurance. paid holidays, vacation/sick leave. The
NURSERY worker needed starting wage is $7.00 per hour. Please apply at
for local church in Murray
Community Alternatives of Kentucky, 6145
Sunday a.m /Wednesday
p m Send resume to PO Symsonia Highway, Symsonia, KY 42082. No
Box 1040-N Murray, KY Phone calls - Please. EOE/M/F/DN

ernekertrIrrel.com

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads
for any error Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only
one incorrect insertion Any error should be reported immediately
so corrections can be made
AD DEADLINES
Fri. 11 a.m.
Monday
Fri. 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Mon. 1 p.m.
Wednesday
Tues. 1 p.m.
Thursday
Wed. 1 p.m.
Friday
Wed. 1 p.m.
Saturday

Help Wanted

Legals

Legals

VISA

$7.00 Column Inch, ho'r Discount 2nd Run,

4103a

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity

'
CZ Just Say "Charge W.

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

40 g%
010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140

Contact Tammy or Brenda
for more information.

Mondey-Saturday 930-7 30• Sunday 1-6

713 SOUTH 12TH • MURRAY • 753-7113

RED OAKS APTS.
FOR rent Nice 3br home
Special
in county. Call Mur-Cal
$100 Deposit Realty. 753-4444
1BR From $280
LARGE brick 3br.. 2 bath
2BR From $325
C/H/A, excellent location
Call Today!
Coleman RE 759-4118
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
1, 2 & 3br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO

1007 Main St, Murray. 2br,
l'bath, new stove & refrigerator. hardwood floors,
ceiling fans, W-D hookup.
Wired for cable, computer.
$350 Lease & deposit. .
270-527-3664 Benton, KY
•1B-ROOM House in town
Stove and frig furnished
$300 month.
•2B-Room. All appliances
furnished, Central Gas H/A
$350 month, North of Murray
•28-Room Mobile Home
Newer model, extra nice.
North of Murray. $300
month.
759-1070
2 br House
Near hospital
753-4109
2,3, or 4br., Central gas
H/A. Excellent location.
Coleman RE 759-4118
309 Woodlawn Rent or
Rent with option to buy.
3br. 2 bath. C/H/A, $495. a
month plus security 4742520
3BR house with refrigerator & stove In Ktrksey
area, 1 year lease and deposit required $450 per
month 753-5323 ask for
Keith or Joanna or 7590293
3BR, 2 bath, newer home
$700 month plus deposit
Call Renee 753-1651
3BR. house in town.
Stove, refng W/D, lease.
no pets $495/mo. M-F 8-5
753-4937,
1 1/2bath, stove,
3BR
dishwasher, refrigerator.
C/H/A, in Kirksey 4892940 or 489-2280
3BR , ''b1h.t close to
town, gas heat. 5500/mo +
deposit. Ph. 436-5642
EAST of Murray. 94E &
1346 area. Cute lbr. $295.
per/ month plus security
474-2520.
AVAILABLE Now. Clayton
Village Apartments 2 bedroom. C/H/A. garage,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, garbage disposal.
water, sewer, garbage
pickup, lawn care furnished. JANUARY SPECIAL
$475.00 was $495.00. Deposit & references required Paris.TN. 731-6443080

Murray Ledger & Times
Fair Housing Act Notice

Storage Rentals
CREEKVIEW STORAGE $20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Gnlle
759-4081

I

460
Homes For Sale

RELIANCE HOMES
4BR.. 2 Bath, 1,800 sq
foot home No reasonable
offer will be refused Financing available. Located
2 miles North of Murray,
KY on Hwy 641.
WE Buy Houses.
We take over payments
Any price or Condition
270-534-4500
www CP1homebuyers corn

3BR 2 bath. Brick home,
completely remodeled in
carpet, inlaid.
storage 2000 New
NORTHWOOD
presently has units availa- cooktop, oven, microwave,
ble 753-2905 or 753- cabinet tops, paper and
paint, in quiet subdwision
7536
on 1 1/2 acre lot
753-0621

EASTSIDEi
LjBP
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

2,000 Suzuki-RM,125,-tike new, !Ow hours. $3.200
OBO. 753-5306

PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
Used Cars
storage
•Security alarmed
•1987 Chrysler. Lebaron
*Safe & clean
S150
•We sett boxes'
•1987 Chrysler Conquest
•We rent U-Hauls
TSI needs motor work.
-Heated Boat &
$800
RV Storage
•1989 GMC Jimmy Gypsy
753-9600
Edition 4X4. 4.3 needs
front cap. minus. fenders.
Call 270-559-8063.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

•1993 Ford Crown Victoria
New tires. good car:
51,900
All Size Units
•1997 Ford Ceown Victoria
Available
2,700, OBO 759-1070
1999 Mercury Mystique
39,800 miles Fully. automatic. Sell for owe on
. $8292 Call 753lean.
Pets & Supplies
3627
AKC Registered German 84 Mercedes 300. SD. gaShepard puppies 759- rage kept, 2nd ower, fully
8757
loaded. mint conditiOn, diesel 25-30 mpg. great fuel
DOG Obedience
economy 53.800
Master Trainer
270-210-4911
436-2858
or evening 270-759-9356 •
79.xxx
Camaro.
95
$5.900 437-4432.
MAZDA 626 LX Sedan
HALEY Professional
1994 108,xxx mileages.
Appraising
power steerint. A/C. Auto270-759-4218
matic. air, bag. $5.200
"For What It's Worth"
270-753-3252
440
PRICE Buster's II
Lots For Sale
New car man in town
Come to..where prices are
LOTS for sale Starling a
Office 759-0001
born
$11,000 Price includes Nights 727-0169 705 S
12th Street Across from
water, septic- & driveway
Sirloin Stockade. open
Also land home packages
Mon -Sat. 9-5
270-437-4838
1994 Ford Explorer LTD
460
100 xxx mi moon-roof,
Homes For Sale
good condition $6500 obo
519-4553
3BR. 1 ba, C1-1.A fenced Call 492-8158 or
ilrm
in backyard with deck Recently remodeled New appliances in 98 704 FairClassifieds
lane Dr $76,100
270-753-1916
559-7946

753-3853

Ledger &Times

MALL NIMMOM
OPPORT1010.1r•

All real estate advertised herein 'is subject to
the Federal Fair Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation
or discrimination based on race, color, religjon, .sex, handicap, familial status or national
origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations'or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination in the sale,
rental or advertising of real estate based of factors in addition to those protected under federal law.
We will not knowingly accept any advertising
for real estate which is in violation of the law.
All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are available on an equal
opportunity basis.

For further assistave with Fair Housing
Advertising requirements, contact N A A
Counsel Rene P. Milam,(703)648-1000.

YOU SHOW US.
*Average credit (not perfecti• Steady income htstory
WE SHOW YOU:
•100% loan, no money down • Flexible, forgiing prograii
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

Global Mortgage Link
Geotry Put'keit • Put Bullet • Jai yuchn
753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

FOR SALE OR-RENT
3 bedroom, 1-1/2 bath, just SW of city
limits, immediate availability, $69,900.

753-4076
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600
Used Trucks

Used Trucks

Divorce? • Bad Credit? • Bankruptcies?
GET A CAR YOU WANT 8. CREDIT YOU DESERVE
BY CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE
3
AINO

6

FREE!
Totaity
Confidential

24 Hrs. 1-800-992-7334
630
Services Offered

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
2000 Dodge Ram 4x4 Trimming, removal, stump
Quad cab Loaded, black grinding, firewood. Insurw black leather. 38 xxx ed. 489-2839.
miles, heated seats, power HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
everything.
Hydrotech wanted. No Job too small.
power module, chrome Give us a call. Yes we
headers w/stainless dual clean gutters.
exhaust. Westin step bars, Phone: 436-5759
K&N filter Much more
HAULING
270-435-4632 or 559Cleaning out garages,
8510
sheds, carport atics,
2000 Ranger XLT ext cab,
and storage
auto, V6. air, cruise, tilt
753-2555
CD, 32,xxx miles. Cali afLuke Lamb
ter 5pm 759-9182
J &D Milton;
For, most of your car
needs. We also rebuild
transmissions too. Call for
Appt. 753-6988..
A affordable hauling, junk
203 S.-Cherry Street.
clean up, tree work. gutter
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
cleaning. 43t-5141.
PAINTING
A time to take care of your.
•For all residential and
home. Affordable work
small commercial
done to perfection -buildpainting needs
ing, remodeling, additions.
•36 years experience
porches, decks, roofing,
-Interior & Exterior L
Corturete7' .temes,
•Custorn spraying fur
furniture design, and restolawn/patio furniture
ration. Free Estimates.
Louver doors / shutters
753-4380.
•No job too small
•Free estimates
Please call 753-8858,

WE SERVICE

All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

Ward-Elkins
On The Square • Murray
(270) 753-1713
A-1 AFFORDABLE aiiaround hauling, tree work
cleaning out sheds, gutter.
Junk clean-up. 436-2867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
'AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks. Home Additions.
Remodeling, VinY1 Siding
Garages, Pole Barns. Metal Buildings, Fencing
Quality Workmanship
Licensed
753-7860. 753-1194.
AFFORDABLE Electric
*Commercial
*Residential
•Remodel
•Free Estimates
'Quality don't cost it pays'
Dave Myers 759-2488
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986
'ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction..
Remodeling. Repairs.
Concrete Work
AGC Certified.
435-4272.
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
New Const Home & Mobile Home ,Fepair. Termite
& Water Damage. Replacement Windows Vinyl
Siding, Painting, Decks
Call Larry Nimmo
753-9372. 753-0353

Cross Country Or Local.
Licensed & Insured. Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555.

ROY HOLLAND'S
AUTO REPAIR
All Types of Auto Repairs
306 Industrial Road
Monday-Saturday
7:30am-5pm
753-0520
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential, Commeroai
or Industrial.
270-435-4645.

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock.
- 436-2113.
CARPORTS 'Starting' • at
$675. installed. Roy Hill
(270)436-2113.

•Lawn Maintenance
•Leaf Pick-up,
•Bed mulching.
_270:7_53-5172
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Ouahty Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Waliers. 753-2592

David Gallimore, Owner •
Will Do Insurance Work

731-247-5422
Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Body Shop
Has

24 HR. WRECKER SERVICE
DAYS:
753-5273 753-0133
NIGHTS:
492-8219 • 753-1833
753-6191

LAKE LAND PAINTING SPECIAUSTI INC.
. I\ IF RII 1k & EXTERIOR 1)1INTINti
RESIN \ II 11 . COMMERCI
INDUSTRIAL
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M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter work.
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.
Please call Paulfor
free estimate at

Free Column
NEED Home' Free''
5 abandon puppies looking
for a loving home Have
1st shots & worming Approximately 12 weeks old
Call evenings 759-4451

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

753-1916

Piiir(``:*/
270-759-4979

www.murrayledger.com

*41/L11,J
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We now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.

We Specialize in Cleaning
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile

Homes
'Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
-We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

tajnb Brother's
Moving Co.
1-8001-6854
ii,1-270-753-2555

David Border,

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop
Before You Buy'

A

Wiggins Furniture

Phone (270) 759-4734

rcr,- --Lamb Brothers
Tree Service
1-800-821-6907

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

LICENSED & NSW= Free Estimates
24 Hr Service

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

01

Luke L4mb

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

..i Tree & Stump
Removal

ROOF REPAIR
To Advertise Your Business Call SMITH
Specializing in Roof Repairs
• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
Tammy or Brenda at 753-1916
• New Construction • Flat Roofs
_._._._._._._._._._._._._._
"One Shingle or Whole Roof'
To Get More Information.
Free Estimates - 10 Years 'E.rperienci

489-2366 or Cell 339-7 16

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

•• * 0

• ••

• ••

Don't Worry. Be ready to place a
HAPPY AD in the....

LEDGER & TIMES
Call (270) 753-1916 to place your ad torla!

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
accepts
Visa and Master Card

Oscar winning
Horoscopes
actress dies at 82
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) Eileen Heckart, the lan)cy, gravelvoiced actress whose skill with
comedy and drama won her- an
Oscar for "Butterflies Are Free,"
two Emmys and a special lony for
career---exeelleneer--has -died- She
was 82.
Heckart, who had been battling
cancer for three years, died'Monday
at lier home in Norwalk,--her son
Mark Yankee said.
-She was one of the great ladies
of stage, TV and movies," he said
Tuesday. -She was just as wonderful a mother, grandmother as an
_actress and an all-around wonderful
woman."
Even in her early•career, Heckart
Played character, roles. She first
drew attention on Broadway in
1953 as the love-starved Rosemary
Sidney in "Picnic?' The following
year she created ,the role of Mrs.
Daigle in -The Bad Seed," and she
repeated it in the 1956 film version,
gaining an Academy nomination as
supporting actress.
Earlier in 1956 she had made her
film debut in "Miracle in the Rain,"
which starred Jane Wyman and Van
Johnson. That year, she also
appeared in "Somebody Up _There
Likes Me" (Paul Newman) and
"Bus Stop"(Marilyn Monroe).
In 1969, she created the stage
role of the domineering mother of a
blind young man in "Butterflies Are
Free" and repeated it in the 1972
movie, which starred Goldie Hawn
and Edward Albert.- Variety corn.mented: "Miss Heckart finally gets
another role that enables her to display the versatility that has been
evident for a long time in her stage
roles." This time she won the suppoPting actress Oscar.
Heckart created a memorable
character on "The Mary Tyler
Moore Show" as Mary Richards'
Aunt Flo, a high-powered, globetrotting reporter. Mary was overawed by her aunt's achievements,
and her boss, Lou Grant(Ed Asner),
renewed an old love affair with Flo.
In
the
1979
miniseries
"Backstairs at the White House,"
Heckart offered a fresh take on
Eleanor Roosevelt, presenting her
as bright, intelligent and even a bit
sexy. She had experience portraying FDR's First Lady, having
'toured in 1976 with a one-wOman
show,"Eleanor."
Because Of her tall frame,' sadlooking eyes and distinctive voice,
Heckart throughout her career was
often cast as eccentrics. It was all
an act, she explained in a 1989
interview: "I am not one bit an
eccentric. I'm always on time.
know my lines. And I've been
everyttling, but eccentric for a
Whole lot of years.'
She was awarded Emmys in
1967, for a production called "Save
a Place for Me at Forest Lawn" and
in 1994, for an episode of "Love &
War." In 2000, she won a special
Tony award for her lifetime of theater work.
"I kept telling her, stop winning
awards, we'll have to build more
shelves," her son said.
She was born Anna Eileen
Heckert in Columbus, Ohio, in

1919. At Ohio State University she
became deeply involved in dramatics, and her instructors encouraged
her to pursue an acting career.
At a school dance she met a
bus-ITless student-John- Yankvc,r an
_they married after graduation After
his service in World War II, they
settled in Connecticut. While she
took acting jobs in New York, he
worked as an insurance broker and
later as an investment' adviser.
Besides Mark, the couple had two
other sons, Philip and Luke.
• Yankee `died in 1995 at 76 after
53 years of marriage, and she
remembered him as "the nicest,
kindest, sweetest man I ever met in
my life."
Heckatt's stage work began in
1943 as understudy and assistant
stage manager of the long-running
--t`Voice of the Turtle." She made her
television -debut in 1947 and
appeared in many live dramas in
such early series as Kraft Suspense
Theater and Philco Playhouse.
Her stage career blossomed with
"The Bad Seed" and "Picnic,"-and
Hollywood sought her as.d reliable
character actress. Among her other
plays: "The Dark at the Top of the
Stairs," "Our Town," "They Knew
What They Wanted,""A View from
the Bridge,""Barefoot in the Park,"
"Mother Courage" (her favorite
role), and "Time of the Cuckoo."
The movies included: "Hot
Spell" (starring Shirley Booth and
Anthony Quinn),."Heller in Pink
Tights' (Sophia Loren, Quinn),
"My Six Loves"(Debbie Reynolds,
Cliff Robertson), "Up the Down
Staircase" -(Sandy Dennis), "No
Way to Treat a Lady" (Rod
Steiger), "Zandy's Bride': (Gene
Hackman), "Heartbreak Ridge"
(Clint Eastwood), "Seize the Day"
(Robin Williams) and "The First
Wives Club" (as Diane Keaton's
mother).
Besides "The Mary Tyler Moore
Show," Heckert also joined the cast
of such series as "Out of the Blue,"
"Trauma Center," "Partners in
Crime" and "Murder One." She
also made guest appearances in
many series including "Gunsmoke"
and "The Defenders."
"I don't like sitcoms," she
admitted in 1995. "It's instant acting; it has nothing to do with talent.
They shoot everything close-up. ...
It's very boring. You do television
to make money so you can afford to
act in the theater."
Heckert said farewell to the theater in 2000. She had been appearing in a play, "The Waverly
Gallery," as an Alzheimer's victim,
and she told an interviewer:
"Look- I'm 81 years old. Eightyone! And when you're 81 you don't
have the energy or the stamina you
had when you were 60 or even 70.
... The energy you're asked to do a
live performance and keep it sustained - well, it makes doing TV
or movies seem easy."
She took a dim view of the institution that had sustained her for 57
years: "Now who can afford (theater)? And people don't want to
think. .. You never used to hear
them talk during a performance.
Now they talk."
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COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY

-Replace
or wafer damagedth
•
hwes kflotnjuissugrlder bodiscs
for siigging or wet)* floors.
-Replace or repair water and drain lines.
•Install moisture barriers.
We Do An Kinds of Remodeling

*3-I) PAINTING

Services Offered

David's CleaningServices

Roofing Metal
in stock.

David's Home Improvement

wimack.ING
IGN

530
Services Offered

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge

753-5827.
MOVING
Lamb Brothers

FENCING Midway Fence. All types.
Complete services_
Reasonable pOces_
. Free Estimate insured.
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.

530
Services Offered

By Peter

-Carpets -Furniture
•Emergency water
removai
-Free Estimates
-Wrinkle Repalr
•Quick Drying

753-2222

1996 Choy S-1-0 LS. 4 cyl.,
-auto, A/C 80,xxxo $5,500
753-4342
1998 Ford Ranger Ext Cab
Pickup 113,xxx miles
489-2032 After 4 pm.

Services Offered

LEE'S
• CARPET
CLEANING

Call Ruthie or Dennis

1991 White Ford Explorer,
Eddie Bauer, 4x4, 100K
miles. $5750 . Call 753-

530

SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Rfmoval
insured with full line of
epullynent
Free estimates
753-5484

NEED A CAR?
DEF

530
Services Offered

Services Ottered

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday,
Jan. 3, 2002:
You will have a good time nearly anywhere you go this year. Others gravitate
__toward you..You enjoy the people in your
life even more. As a result, you 'express
your -gentler-side. Leant'more- about
finances and investments. This interest

becomes a hobby of major significance,
as long as you don't invest your life savings. If you are single, you will have your
pick of friends and suitors. A new "playmate" enters your life, perhaps through a
course or a trip. If you are attached, plan
a special lcmg-distancertrip. The two of
you bond even more tightly in a different
setting. VIRGO understands you.

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Reaching out for others,
scheduling meetings and pushing a venture ahead please you to no end right
now. Success occurs through your avantgarde thinking and your ability to get the
job done. A child or loved one shares
with you more of s_vkat's happening,
Tonight: Whatever makes you smile.
LIBRA (Sepr.-23;ect-22)r
*** You decide' on a low profile while
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you handle some very important matters.
Words do not speak as clearly as actions.

Remain sure of yourself and avoid tossing out ideas. Let your imagination lead
you. Add that extra spark to a personal
relationship. Tonight: Play it low-key.
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Aim for what you want, and
success becomes you. Review a situation
carefully. Reach out for someone. If
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll .making a choice, detach and assume,the
Have:
.5-Dynamic; • 4-Positive; high road. Spend time with family in an
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
animated discussion. Pressure builds
financially. Tonight: Where your friends
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
are.
**.** Opportunity strikes out of the SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
blue. Someone provides you with a warm **** Stay on top of your work,. but
welcome. Refresh your relationship by also Understand just how much you can
spending lunch or dinner with this per- handle. One-on-one relating pushes you
son. Great ideas develop during friendly in a new direction. Financial options
discussions in the next few weeks. Re- open up slowly. Suggest different ideas.
organize travel plans or your schedule. Expenses easily go out of whack.
Tonight: Work as late as need be.
Pressure builds quickly. Tonight: In the
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
limelight.
***** Your efforts are 'met with CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
approval and applause. Express your ***** Information comes forward
ideas 100 percent, with full confidence
that you will be well-received. Your that encourages you to make an adjustwords carry a nearly magical overtone. ment. Think in terms of gain and a difAt the moment,Your kindness and cre- ferent type of thought pattern. Don't
-ativity work as a magnet in all realms. allow your mood to interfere with relaTonight: Don't get caught up in some- tionships or work. Join in on someone's
convivial mood. Tonight: Think through
one's mood.
your responses.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Deal with fundamentals and AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
basics right now. You might be tempted ***** Deal with each person today
to spend or indulge someone. Your as if he or she is the most important perupbeat-behavior creates excellent results. son in your day. You'll find that others
Break past traditional elements. Your respond and the sense of cooperation
grows within your workplace. A child or
efforts help you make a good impression
right now. You hit the bull's-eye! family member responds to your
inquiries. Speak your nand: Tonight:
Tonight: Hang close to home.
Don't worry if a friend does a reverse
CANCER (June 2I-July 22)
***** Speak your mind. You might flip.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
want to review an important matter or ***** Consider your priorities
two with those who work with you. If involving work and a new direction.
funding appears to be a problem, brain- Allow someone to open doors. Your
storm away with those you respect. Good playfulness comes out with both friends
ideas occur through respecting others' and loved ones. Start sharing your more
- ideas. Tonight: Speak your mind.
internal thoughts. Others welcome your
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
feedback. Understanding takes you far.
with
guide
you
instincts
**** Your
Tonight: Sort through invitations.
an investment that might involve coworkers or an independent venture. Your BORN TODAY
gut feeling suggests which way to go. Author J.R.R. Tolkien (1892), missionFollow through, listening to your inner ary Father
Damien(1840), Roman orator
voice. Don't gamble with an emotional Cicero(106 B.C.E.)
situation. Tonight: Balance your checkbook first.

Learn CPR and First Aid Training
Call the Red Cross and learn
how...753-1421

munKFIISIT SIPECWILS'
Egg With Bacon or
Sausage, Biscuit & Gravy,
Toast & Coffee

2 Eggs With Bacon or
Sausage, Biscuit & Gravy,
Toast 8iCoffee

$2.65

$2.92
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Rudy's Restaurant
Oa The Square for Over 60 Years

Court Square • Murray • 753-1632
firs: Mon.-Fri. 5 a.m.-2 p.m. • Fri.

Nights 4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have had high
blood preabure inee-my early-20s,. I
was aware of it when 1 joined the
army I am now 79 and still have it.
About 40 years ago. I was put on medication. After all these years and at
great expense, my hypertension continues. Over the years, 1 have taken
pills by the bucketful. The readings
have stabilized at about 200/65 with a
pulse of 48. The bottom figure stays
the same, but the top figure sometimes goes as high as 220.
Every time 1 have my blood pressure taken, the health care provider
gets all excited and warns me that I'm
, •
going to have a stroke.
I do not drink or smoke, am five feet
tall, weigh 155 pounds, avoid salt in
my diet, remain active and maintain
(otherwise) good health.
What should I do to bring the reagF
ings down?
Please don't tell me I'll have a
stroke; I already know that!
DXAR READER: This -is a fascinatinesituation about which I'll make'a
few comments.
First, some people — for unknown
reasons — are extremely resistant to
systolic hypertension (as opposed to
diastolic hypertension, elevation of
the bottom figure). Such people, with
or without medication, seem to do
well with chronic systolic readings of
about 180 millimeters of mercury.
While you may be at statistical risk of
stroke and other cardiovascular complications, your vascular system

=MP

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR:GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

and both legs. Normally, the readings
should be close to identical.
Third, pure systolic hypertension
may be the result of many conditions,
such as hyperthyroidism, abnormal
communications between arteries and
veins (arteriovenous fistula) and a
leaky aortic valve. Some elderly people develop systolic hypertension
when their aortas the major artery
leading from the heart) become
inelastic with age. Consequently, I
recommend that you have a blood test
for thyroid problems and an arterial
study to check the condition of your
aorta and vascular tree.
. Fourth, changing your medication
may help you. In the past, doctors had

DEAR ABBY: I loved your reply
to the woman whose nasty motherin-law expects her college-bound
grandson to call and visit and do
her chores on weekends. This after
yeais of playing favorites with -his
cousins and disrespectful treatment
of his mother. The woman asked
what to say to her mother-in-law
when she called and demanded the
young man's phone number.
You advised her to tell her mother-in-law that college is a big
adjustment, that the young man
has her telephone number with
him, and in the meantime she'll
have to find someone else to do her
chores.
I have a further suggestion —
turn the phone over to her husband
when nasty grandma calls and
starts complaining. Let him do the
explaining.
I'm sick of people who advise
turning the other cheek or keeping
peace in the family. If people want
respect, they had better act like
they deserve it.
EX-RELATIVE AND GLAD OF IT

pitifully few effective drugs to treat
hypertension. Today, however, there
are dozens to choose from. The
newest class of anti-hypertension
agents, called angiotensin II receptor
blockers, such as losartan and candesartan, has few side effects and
might be ideal for you. Your doctor
can guide you in this decision.
In summary, although isolated sys-

DEAR GLAD: You are correct
that respect is something that
cannot be demanded or bought.
It's something that must be
earned. Read on:
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been selected by personnel of
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on State Trooper Post 16 as
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of the Year for Post 16."
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DEAR FAN: Your mom may ton and brother of Jordan.
first baby born here in 1962
The
Mr. and Mrs. Charles (Taz)
have cried, but each time I read
is the daughter born to Joe Pat and
you_letter I can't help smiling. Thweatt were married 50 years Dec.
Rose Marie Harwell McCallon. The
Your mother's kindness and a 25.
baby was born at 1:57 a.m:'today,
lifetime of turning the other
Births reported include a girl to
literal—
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Jan. 2, 1962, at the Murray Hospicheek paid dividen
Kathy and Ricky Walls and a girl to
ly.
tal.
Melissa and Chad Cochran, Dec.
In the semi-finals of the Callo24; a boy to Valerie and Joe Curd,
way County High School Invita25.
Dec.
tional Basketball Tournament, CarTwenty years ago
won over Calloway and Wingo
Published is a picture of Gary lisle
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SHAFTED
AGAIN" IN SILVER SPRING: One and Sandra McClure with their baby won over Sedalia. High team scorof the most exhausting burdens in boy, Jamie Don McClure, born Jan. ers were Watson, Carlisle, Curd,
the wocld is the weight of bearing a 1, 1982, at 9:13 a.m. at Murray-Cal- Wilson and Housden, Calloway,
grudge. Read on:
Waggoner, Wingo and Dick, Sedaloway County Hospital. the first
lia.
baby of 1982.
FORGIVENESS
Fifty years ago
Margaret Trevathan, director of
(Author Unknown I
Mrs. Adelaide Houston, 38, died
Library,
Public
y
County
Callowa
The friend who ran off with your
wife,
has been elected to a four-year term in a fire at their home on Main
Forgive him for his lust;
on the statewide board of Kentucky Street today, Jan. 2, at 5 a.m. Her
husband, Dr. Hal Houston Sr., is
The chum who sold you phony Humanities Council.
stocks,
reported include a girl to now listed in critical condition from
Births
Forgive his breach of trust;
Mr. and Mrs. Elsworth Knox, Dec. burns suffered in the fire at the
The pal who schemed behind your
18; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John Sul- Murray Hospital. Two of their chilback,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. dren, Hal Jr., 14, and Gayle, 9. were
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plot;
evil
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Forgive
sleeping in the upstairs area and
And when you're done, forgive Clinton Dale Duncan, Dec. 22.
were able to get out on the roof and
yourself
Thirty years ago
'Cause you,are all you've got.
Karen Marie Fishman was born then brought to safety by fire offiat 1:25 a.m. on Jan. 1 at Murray- cials. Their youngest child, Greer,
*5*
Hospital to be the 3, was sleeping downstairs, and was
y
Pauline Phillips and her daughter Callowa County
Jeanne Phillips both share the pseudo- first baby of 1972. Her parents are taken out of the burning house by
nym Abigail Van Buren- Write Dear Abby Mr. and Mrs. John Fishman, Rt. 7, Murray Fire Chief W.O. Spencer.
at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
The children did not suffer bums
Murray.
Los Angeles, CA 90069.
Kentucky State Trd'Oper lames and are now with their uncle:and
*5
Dale Parker, son of Mr. and Mrs. aunt, Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Houston of
James A.- Parker of Murray, has Murray.

to her other children — none of
whom had ever lifted a hand to help
when,she needed it — so She was
leaving her sizable estate to my
- •
family, inefuding my mother.
My mom cried. •
A BIG FAN IN
CANOGA PARK,CALIF.

*

DEAR ABBY: That "mean"
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New currency undergoes first real test
—BRUSSELS, Belgium-4AP) — After a
smooth holiday debut. Europe's new single
currency was put to. the test Wednesday as
'stores reopened and people headed back to
work with unfamiliar money in their pockets.
- -Despite some shortages of new euro cash
among stores and customers alike, fears of
mile-long queues and angry scenes at cash
registers appeared to be unfounded, at least
during the morning rush.
Shopkeepers reported the majority of customers were still unloading their old, nation-al-currencies-.
"Most people are paying in German marks,
the first day,"_said Mehmed
but ... it's only _
Tasar, serving croissants and sandwiches to
morning commuters in Frankfurt. "In another week there won't be any German marks
here any more.','
In central Rome,customers were paying in
lire only at a pharmacy on -Via Ga,mbero,
forcing the staff to convert back 'from euro
prices.
"It's a bit chaotic," said pharmacist
Roberta Panocchi. as she punched in the
euro price for a tube of toothpaste into the
register, then figured out the lira price for
her customer, Valentina Monaco.

-"These are --the first days," Monaco said •
apologetically. "We're not used to it."
The euro, a dAade in the works, became
legal tender with the dawning of the new
year. It is perhaps the most concrete evidence of Europe's transition from a divided
continent to a team of nations working
toward the same goals.
The 12 European-Union nations that adopted the euro are parting with currencies that
have long histories — such as Greece's
drachma, which stretches back 2,600 years.
National currencies will circulate side by
side with the euro for up to two months to
help ease the transition, but European
Central Bank officials are hoping that most
people will use only euros after the first two
weeks.
The foot soldiers in the switch will be
Europe's retailers, who are expected to take
in the Old and hand out the new in change to
help remove national currencies from circulation.
But that wasn't happening everywhere.
"My problem is 1 don't have enough bills,"
said Mourad Mahoudi, who runs a grocery
near the European Union headquarters .in
Brussels.
When people come in. with 50 euro notes

• Chicago man tries
to climb Mt. Everest
CHICAGO (AP) -- Nigh( after
night, Al Hanna trudges up and down
a-pimple-of a-hill as-The -prepare-&—to
scale the tallest mountain on Earth.
Hanna is closing in on his 72nd
birthday — and another attempt at
setting the record_to become the oldes1 person to climb Mount Everest:
He is more than seven years older
than Sherman Bull of Connecticut
was when he set the record at age 64
last year.
boday..'What .rang.
with golf?"' says Hanna.
"I've--got three lawyers and they
all threaten to have Me committed,"
he jokes."My wife. she just rolls her
eyes."
But Hanna is always out .on the
with a 60-pound pack of weights
Strapped to his. 5-foot-4. 140-pound
frame.
Five day:S a week, for three hours
a day between 2 a.m. and 5 a.m., he
,ntakes his slow march.. He climbs to
the top of the hill in Chicago's
Lincoln Park as. many as 50 times a
day. ,
Those. who know both mountain
climbing and Hanna are impressed.
"I don't know if there is another
person who does that kind of day-inand-day-out rigorous training that
isn't a professional mountaineer,"
said Gordon . Janow, of Alpine
Ascents International, a Seatde-based
guide service.
Vernon Tejas. an Anchoragebased climbing guide who hat
climbed with Hanna and will scale
Everest with him in May. agrees. "I
have never had a climber so consistent and who pushes himself so hard
as this man,- said Tejas.
Hanna took up climbing when he
was 58. he said,"because I felt Stale."
That led to a goal to climb to the top
of the highest peak on every continent. Except -for Mount Everest, he's
made it up'every one.
• Hanna has tried and failed to scale
Everest three times. But each time he
.got higher. On his last climb, in 2000,
he got to within' 300 feet of the
29.035-foot summit in Nepal before
turning around.
' "I think we could have made it,"
.said Tejas. who made the climb with

Hanna."He said he thought he could
make it but wasn't sure he could
make- it back down."
While training, Hanna said he
sometimes shares the hill during
summer months with what he calls
the "night crazies," people who view
the area as kind of an open-air saloon.
They talk to him and escort him
'up and down the hill a few times,.but
for the most part they don't bother
him. "Because I look so strange with this big
tbink the 'le .more
afraid of me than I am of them," he
said.
There ,also is the occasional visit
from curious, flashlight-wielding
police officers.
•
Despite his- relentless pursuit of
the peak, Hanna said he will quit after
his next attempt. _
"I'm tired of getiing -up at 1 in the
morning to climb the hill with the
night people," he said.
Another reason is the cost.
Between the plane tickets, hotel
rooms, meals and other expenses, the
cost of just getting to and from
Mount Everest runs into the thousands of.dollars. And the ascent itself,
said Tejas. comes with a price tag of
about S65,000.
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CLEARWATER, Fla.(AP) —
A 5-year-Zild Florida boy abducted outside his home - one- New
Year's Eve crawled free Of the
trash bin he was dumped in and
flagged down a passing motorist
for help, police said Tuesday.
The boy was apparently kidnapped Monday by a stranger in
the parking lot of the apartment
complex where his family lived,
Clearwater police spokesman
Doug Griffith said. Witnesses,
including playmates, said they
saw the suspect driving a white
pickup truck with ice cream symbols.
The boy was left in a trash bin
behind a closed restaurant in
Sumter County about 4 a.m.
Tuesday, said Lt. Bobby
Caruthers of the Sumter County
sheriff's office.
Sumter County is about 65
miles northeast of Clearwater.
The child was "doing as well
as can be expected after going
though this ordeal," Caruthers
said.
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1 6 oz,

35%

machines throughout thee day onlievi Year's.
— their first chance to get their hands on the
multicolored euro notes.
Italy's Banca di Roma reported record
ATM action — 21,000 withdrawals by late
afternoon, totaling 3.5 million euros ($3.1
million). In Belgium, more withdrawals
were logged by 8 a.m. than in the entire day
a year ago.
executive
European
Union's
The
Commission called the first day of the currebcy switch a success, saying no major
glitches were reported from any of the 12
euro-ucing narin
.
ns But the real test was
Wednesday, the first day of business following the holiday.
Italian Economy Minister Giulio Tremonti
warned shoppers to be attentive to the conversions to prevent "clever" salespeople
from rounding up the prices unfairly.
In Rome, Giuseppine Camerotto, a 54year-old housewife from northern Veneto,
was well-prepared with a calculator and a
special changepurse with little euros printed
on it.
But she still was using lire only, saying she
didn't feel Comfortable switching over to the
new currency while she was away from her
hometown.

(worth ablaut.
out change in Belgian francs, going against
the whole spirit of the operation."But I hope
to get to the bank later in the day," he said.
At one Madrid cinema,the cashier insisted
on paying back change in pesetas, explaining she was trying to get rid of the old coins
too.
Complicating matters in France, five main
banking unions began a one-day strike
Wednesday to demand higher pay, more hiring and better security.
But French Finance Minister Laurent
Fabius said participation in the strike_ was
"Very limited," with almost all workers'on
the lob at Three of France's major banks.
Bank of France governor Jean-Claude
Trichet said that overall, the country's
switch to the new currency has "gone over
very well."
"We need a euro that inspires confidence
and I think we have achieved that," Trichet
said.
Two of the six Bank of Italy unions- also
walked out in an attempt to force mediation
of a contract dispute. However, bank officials said branches in major cities would
.
remain open.
Europeans flocked to automated teller
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